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WE ARE THE ONES WHO BUILD
YOUR HOUSES AND CITIES.
WE CONSTRUCT THE ROADS
AND BRIDGES THAT CONNECT
THE ENTIRE WORLD.
WE KEEP YOU SAFE AND DRY
WHEN THE SKIES FALL DOWN.
WHEN SOMETHING IS BROKEN,
WE ARE THE ONES WHO FIX IT.
WE STAND OUR GROUND IN THE
FACE OF STORMY WEATHER,
DIZZYING HEIGHTS AND ALL
THE OTHER DANGERS
THAT STAND IN OUR WAY.
WE ARE THE ONES WHO MAKE
SURE THAT THE WORLD KEEPS
ON GOING ROUND AND ROUND.
WE ARE HEROES.
WE ARE HEROCK®.
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DISCLAIMER
HEROCK® is constantly improving and developing
its products and reserves the right to improve
items in this catalogue or to change its collection.
Price changes are possible in case of fundamental
changes in the course of the USD or transport and
oil prices.
HEROCK® takes no responsability for print
errors or any other mistakes. HEROCK® Workwear
is a registered brand name of the Belgian
company VLI-Premium Production Partners,
one of the major players in the field of work
clothing, company clothing, promotional
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YOUR OWN LOGO
The items in our collection can be
customized to fit the wishes of any
client, whether it’s a big corporation
with a lot of employees or a oneman
company that employs a few
experts. This allows you to create
a personalised outfit that clearly
features the logo of your business.
You can even design an entire
collection of your own company
clothing. A real craftsman can be
proud of a job well done and can
rightfully take credit for his work by
signing it with his own name.
That’s why HEROCK® always makes
sure that every item of our design
leaves enough space for adding an
extra detail, so you can take credit
for your expertise as well! Contact
your HEROCK® dealer for more
details regarding the customizing
of our items and the technologies
that are available (printing,
embroidery, …).

2 YEAR
GUARANTEE
To get a guarantee on your items,
please fill in the information form
on our website.
www.herockworkwear.com
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• If this item is returned within a period
of two years after purchase as a
result of an assembly error or faulty
material.
• HEROCK® will replace the item with
a new one without conditions and
free of charge.
• The above does not apply for any
damage that is a result of unusual
wearing, ruptures, accidents, adjustments and incorrect use.

www.herockworkwear.com

• This guarantee applies to the original
purchaser and does not harm your
statutory rights.
• In the unlikely case of a problem,
please return this product with proof
of purchase to the store where you
purchased it.
• This guarantee is limited to
replacement or reparation of
the item it applies to, there is
no refund.

3 COLLECTIONS
FIT TO SIZE

THE HEROCK® COLLECTION
CAN BE DIVIDED INTO
THREE DIFFERENT CATEGORIES …
… EACH OF WHICH IS SPECIFICALLY DESIGNED
TO SATISFY THE UNIQUE NEEDS
AND DEMANDS OF THEIR TARGET AUDIENCE

ESSENTIALS

ADDITIONALS

EXPERTS

This collection holds the basic needs for
everybody who’s eager to go to work:
whether you’re a professional doing your
daily job or just a motivated handyman
with a passion for home improvement,
every search for the right tools begins
here. The articles in this collection only
carry the HEROCK® logo on the inside,
which makes them perfect for adding
extra prints or embroideries. Ideal if
you’ve got a business to advertise!

Are you looking for an item that is
designed for a specific job or needs
to meet a particular demand? You will
find it in the Additionals-collection.
This collection is primarily aimed at
professionals, but also the advanced
handyman will find here what he or she
is looking for. The products in this line
are perfect for personalisation with your
company logo or a specific design.

This collection is the absolute apex
of the HEROCK® arsenal: these items
are specifically developed for professionals who need the absolute best.
This collection contains our most
exclusive items and our most enduring
fabrics and is only sold by our professional distribution partners. The Expert
line is developed for any craftsman who
would like to make the best impression
with his customers.

www.herockworkwear.com
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THE TIME WHEN
CONSTRUCTION
WORKERS
AND MASONS WERE
EXCLUSIVELY MEN
HAS PAST FOR
QUITE A WHILE

In the 21st century, there’s nothing that
stands in the way of a woman who
wants to stand her ground in any typical
male profession. Of course, a woman
also needs the right equipment to do
the best job possible. However, most
brands do not take the female form into

SHEROCK

consideration while designing their
clothes, which tends to lead to uncomfortable clothing that wears off quicker
and can even cause injuries. That is
why HEROCK® is proud to present
the SHEROCK® collection, which is
specifically designed for all the female

www.herockworkwear.com

®

professionals in the field. This collection
of course holds the same standard
of quality as our other collections,
except the items have been adjusted to
optimally fit the female shape and form.
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MISSION STATEMENT
HEROCK® PROVIDES THE FASTEST
OUT OF STOCK DELIVERY OF PREMIUM
WORKWEAR. WHEREVER. WHENEVER.

Our products are the result of years of
experience in the field and a constant
search for improvement. This means
that all of our products have undergone
extensive testing before they are given a
place in our catalogue. These tests are
not only conducted by the scientists and
researchers in our laboratories, but also
by an entire team of experts who
individually test every item in the most

exigent conditions. This allows us to
guarantee not only the outstanding technical quality of our clothing but also their
superior suitability for use on the job.
After all, functionality is a priority for
every professional in search of the right
equipment. HEROCK® has made it a
primary goal to supply experts in every
field with the best possible material and
we plan to do it with passion and
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professionalism. Apart from developing
new fabrics and textiles, we keep a close
eye on all technological and scientific
innovations, because every new insight
can be relevant if it is applied correctly.
Believe us when we say that you can
count on HEROCK® to have the perfect
equipment for every possible job.

ERGONOMICS
HEROCK® does not just design its
collections to make you look good while
you are at work, the first function for
every item is to protect its wearer
against external factors and physical
injuries. We already explained the
protection against external conditions in
the three layer system. However,
protecting yourself against the physical
strain on your body by wearing the right
clothes is equally important. Carrying
around heavy toolboxes, building
materials and other equipment can start
to weigh heavily on your physical frame.
That is why our designers work hard on
fortifying the crucial points in our clothing
and taking as much pressure away from
your muscles and joints. This is partly
achieved by spreading out the weight of
your tools and other instruments,
ensuring that no part of the body is
overburdened. Our designs also ensure
that you don’t have to make any unnatural
movements to access your equipment.
We use techniques and tissues from the
sports industry to make our workwear
as ergonomic as possible; after all,
the efforts of a craftsman are often more
intens than those of real sportsmen!

DESIGN
The HEROCK® collection is designed by a creative, experienced Belgian
team. They rigorously monitor each step of the production process
together with our team in Asia, from the design on paper through to the
finished packaged product. Our products are the result of many years’
experience in the field and a constant search for improvement.
The collection is built around 6 basic colours (black, grey, blue, brown,
green and white), to which we have added a few trendy colours to
spruce things up. As a result, the entire team, both men and women,
can be dressed in uniform outfits, thereby adding to the image of your
company. There is a matching colour for each job and all products are
available in 14 different sizes. Each product is subject to stringent
quality requirements. That is why we work with high quality labels
and brands such as Cordura®, YKK®, Wasa®, Coolpass, Pro-reforce,
Coolmax®, Flex 2000, Flexfit® and Meryl® Skinlife.

ENVIRONMENT
For HEROCK®, a heart for the environment and social
engagement is not an added value but a norm and a standard
that every one of our items has to meet. That’s why we
always make sure that all of our production processes are
carried out as cleanly and ethically as possible. We do this
by making a conscious choice when it comes to issues like
suppliers, resources and the factories where our clothes are
assembled. So if you choose to purchase an item from our

collections, you can get your hands dirty with a clear
conscience. HEROCK® dedicates itself to providing quality
products at a good price without becoming involved with
things like child labour or unsuitable working conditions.
That is why we keep a close eye on all production processes,
with quality control teams visiting every one of our factories
to ensure that all standards are met. Naturally, all of our
items are produced in compliance with European directives.

www.herockworkwear.com
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STORE LOCATOR
LOOKING FOR A HEROCK® STORE NEAR YOU? USE OUR STORE LOCATOR!

On the HEROCK® website www.herockworkwear.com you can find a local dealer by clicking on ‘FIND HEROCK®’
in the selection menu. You can then enter your country and postal code to obtain the list of local dealers.

COUNTRY
STORE

CITY
DEALER

FIND

WEBSHOP

THERE ARE 3 TYPES
OF DEALERS:
HEROCK® STORE

HEROCK® DEALER

HEROCK® WEBSHOP

A HEROCK® store is a shop-in-shop
concept where you can view,
purchase or order the HEROCK®
collection. These shops have at least
a 6m concept with the HEROCK®
workwear.

A HEROCK® dealer is a reseller where
you can order the HEROCK® collection
or contact someone for a presentation
at your company. The HEROCK®
dealer does not always have all items
in stock and usually works by
appointment, so it is best to contact
him first!

A HEROCK® webshop is a platform
where you can order the HEROCK®
collection online.
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SHOP-IN-SHOP

#HEROCKWORKWEAR

CONCEPTS

www.herockworkwear.com
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01.
WORK
WEAR

TROUSERS - JACKETS - SWEATERS - T-SHIRTS - POLOS - OVERALL

3-LAYER SYSTEM
A correct application of this 3-layer system is a guarantee for an optimal performance and allows you to work as freely
and comfortably as possible. An optimal protection against varying weather conditions is created by combining the right
items and fabrics. They do however have to complement each other in the right way, so don’t just randomly throw them
together. There is no use in dressing extra warm if you’re going to be soaked in sweat after only two hours of work.
The right combination of fabrics will allow you to continiue working without being bothered by the weather or your own
body heat and transpiration.

1

BOTTOM LAYER
The bottom layer of your clothing has
to ensure that your body heat and
transpiration moisture nd their way
to the outside as quickly as possible.
A wet bottom layer severely cools off
the body, a problem that can be easily
avoided by wearing for example polyester or a thin type of wool. Wearing
the right type of bottom layer prevents
you from cooling down too quickly
when you do decide to take a break.

2

3

MIDDLE LAYER
This layer keeps you dry and warm
at the same time by passing on your
transpiration moisture from the
bottom layer to the top layer while
keeping out the cold. Fleece,
for example, is an ideal fabric for
this layer because it is a very strong
fabric that passes on moisture while
insulating your body against low
temperatures.

TOP LAYER
The main goal of the outer layer is to
protect its wearer against all external
conditions. Snow, rain or hail, your
top layer has to keep it all out while
passing on your own body heat and
transpiration moisture to the outside.
The ideal fabric for an outer layer is
not only breathable, but also windand waterproof.

www.herockworkwear.com
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HORUS
Cap
21UCA0902
ANZAR
Jacket
23MJC1101
JUNO
Hooded sweater
22MSW1301
ARGO
T-shirt short sleeves
21MTS0901
DAGAN
Trousers
23MTR1101
SPARTACUS
S1P sneakers low
23MSS1401

ANZAR
Jacket
23MJC1101
JUNO
Hooded sweater
22MSW1301
ARGO
T-shirt short sleeves
21MTS0901
DAGAN
Trousers
23MTR1101
CONTRIX
S3 sneakers low
23MSS0204

PERFECT FIT
& FORM
B: Measure your waist
at height of your navel
without trousers and
measure with a tight
ribbon meter

B
A: Measure
your chest
just below
your armpits

A
C

C: Measure
your hip width
horizontally at
the widest point

D

D: Measure your
inside leg lenght from
crotch to the floor

Wearing the right size is not only
important on the catwalk: a professional
needs the right fit and size to do the
best job possible. A piece of clothing
that does not fit can cause inconvenience to the person wearing it and
becomes a nuisance when making
certain movements. Additionally,
an item that does not fit right will wear
down and need replacement quicker.

That is why HEROCK® makes sure that
its collections are optimally designed
to provide easy accessibility. This may
seem like a minor detail, but an ill-placed
pocket can make a world of difference
on the workfloor since it might have you
bending and twisting yourself to reach
a certain tool or instrument. To provide
an unmatched freedom of movement,
it is imperative that you choose

www.herockworkwear.com

the right size and shape. That is why
HEROCK® offers every item in our
collection in every size. You can find
a schedule with all the sizes on this
page and find out which size or fit
matches best with your body.
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SIZE CHART
WOMEN
TOPS & OVERALLS
HEROCK® SIZE

XS

S

M

L

XL

XXL

A

CHEST (in cm)

-86

87-90

91-94

95-98

99-103

104-

B

WAIST (in cm)

-66

67-70

71-74

75-78

79-82

83-

C

HIP (widest point in cm)

-90

91-94

95-98

99-102

103-106

107-

BOTTOMS
HEROCK® SIZE (BE/FR/CH/IT)

34

36

38

40

42

44

46

48

EUROPEAN SIZE

34

36

38

40

42

44

46

48

UK/US (in inch)

26

27

28

30

32

34

36

38

B

WAIST (in cm)

64

68

72

76

80

84

88

102

C

HIP (widest point in cm)

88

92

96

100

104

108

112

116

D

INSIDE LEG LENGTH (in cm)

78,5

79

79,5

80

80,5

81

81,5

82

INSIDE LEG LENGTH (in inch)

31

31

31

31

32

32

32

32

INSIDE LEG LENGTH
removable hem (in cm)

83,5

84

84,5

85

85,5

86

86,5

87

INSIDE LEG LENGTH
removable hem (in inch)

33

33

33

33

34

34

34

34
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MEN - UNISEX
TOPS & OVERALLS

A

HEROCK® SIZE

S

M

L

XL

XXL

XXXL

COLLAR (in cm)

37-38

39-40

41-42

43-44

45-46

47-48

CHEST (in cm)

-91

92-99

100-107

108-115

116-123

124-

BOTTOMS / NORMAL LEG SIZE
HEROCK® SIZE (BE/FR/CH/IT)

38

40

42

44

46

48

50

52

54

56

58

60

62

64

EUROPEAN SIZE

44

46

48

50

52

54

56

58

60

62

64

66

68

70

DE/NL

44

46

48

50

52

54

56

58

60

62

64

66

68

70

DK/SE

C44

C46

C48

C50

C52

C54

C56

C58

C60

C62

C64

C66

C68

C70

UK/US (in inch)

28

30

32

34

36

38

40

42

44

46

48

50

52

54

B

WAIST (in cm)

80

84

88

92

96

100

104

112

120

128

136

144

152

160

C

HIP (widest point in cm)

96

100

104

108

112

116

120

128

136

144

152

160

168

176

D

INSIDE LEG LENGTH (in cm)

81

81,5

82

82,5

83

83,5

84

84,5

85

85,5

86

86

86

86

INSIDE LEG LENGTH (in inch)

32

32

32

32

33

33

33

33

33

34

34

34

34

34

INSIDE LEG LENGTH
removable hem (in cm)

86

86,5

87

87,5

88

88,5

89

89,5

90

90,5

91

91

91

91

INSIDE LEG LENGTH
removable hem (in inch)

34

34

34

34

35

35

35

35

35

36

36

36

36

36

BOTTOMS / SHORTLEG
D

HEROCK® SIZE (BE/FR/CH/IT)

SL40

SL42

SL44

SL46

SL48

SL50

SL52

INSIDE LEG LENGTH (in cm)

70,5

70

69,5

69

68,5

68

67,5

INSIDE LEG LENGTH (in inch)

28

28

28

28

28

28

28

INSIDE LEG LENGTH
removable hem (in cm)

75,5

75

74,5

74

73,5

73

72,5

INSIDE LEG LENGTH
removable hem (in inch)

30

30

30

30

30

30

30

www.herockworkwear.com

A-B-C-D
info on page 19
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TITAN
TROUSERS
22MTR1601

CORDURA®
REINFORCEMENT
BADGE
HOLDER
YKK® ZIPPER
& WASA® BUTTON

WORKWEAR » TROUSERS
EN ISO 13688 / EN ISO 15797

ESSENTIALS

THOR - 21MTR0901
TROUSERS

EN ISO 13688 / EN ISO 15797

ESSENTIALS

ATHENA - 21FTR0901
TROUSERS WOMEN

FEATURES
Multi-pocket water-repellent trousers - adjustable waistband 2 side pockets - 2 thigh pockets - 1 ruler pocket - 2 back pockets extendable hem
COMPOSITION
65% polyester - 35% cotton twill 230g/m² water-repellent surface coating
SIZES
38 - 40 - 42 - 44 - 46 - 48 - 50 - 52 - 54 - 56 - 58 - 60 - 62 - 64

BLACK

GREY/
BLACK

NAVY

GREEN

BROWN

WHITE

THOR SHORTLEG - 21MTR1301
TROUSERS
SIZES
SL40 - SL42 - SL44 - SL46 - SL48 - SL50 - SL52

FEATURES
Women’s multi-pocket water-repellent trousers - adjustable waistband 2 side pockets - 2 thigh pockets - 1 ruler pocket - 2 back pockets extendable hem
COMPOSITION
65% polyester - 35% cotton twill 230g/m² water-repellent surface coating
SIZES
34 - 36 - 38 - 40 - 42 - 44 - 46 - 48

AVAILABLE
IN SHORTLEG
LENGTH
BLACK

GREY/
BLACK

NAVY

BLACK

www.herockworkwear.com

GREY/
BLACK

NAVY
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WORKWEAR » TROUSERS

ODYSSEUS
Sweater
23MSW0901
MARS
Trousers
22MTR0901

ESSENTIALS

ODIN - 21MTR0902
TROUSERS

EN ISO 13688 / EN ISO 15797

ADDITIONALS

MARS - 22MTR0901
TROUSERS

FEATURES
Multi-pocket water-repellent trousers - 2 side pockets - 2 thigh pockets 1 ruler pocket - 1 mobile phone pocket - 2 pen pockets - 2 back pockets knee pockets - extendable hem
COMPOSITION
Main fabric: 65% polyester - 35% cotton twill 230g/m² water-repellent
surface coating - Reinforcement fabric: 100% Oxford polyester 600D
water-repellent surface coating Pro-Reforce
SIZES
38 - 40 - 42 - 44 - 46 - 48 - 50 - 52 - 54 - 56

FEATURES
Multi-pocket water-repellent trousers - adjustable waistband - 2 side
pockets - 2 thigh pockets - 1 ruler pocket - 2 back pockets - extendable
hem
COMPOSITION
100% cotton twill pre-shrunk 300g/m² water-repellent surface coating
SIZES
38 - 40 - 42 - 44 - 46 - 48 - 50 - 52 - 54 - 56 - 58 - 60 - 62 - 64

BLACK

GREY/
BLACK

NAVY/
BLACK

MARS SHORTLEG - 22MTR1301
TROUSERS
SIZES
SL40 - SL42 - SL44 - SL46 - SL48 - SL50 - SL52
AVAILABLE
IN SHORTLEG
LENGTH

BLACK
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BLACK
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GREY/
BLACK

NAVY/
BLACK

WORKWEAR » TROUSERS
ADDITIONALS

EN ISO 13688 / EN ISO 15797

ADDITIONALS

PLUTO - 22MTR0902
JEANS TROUSERS

TITAN - 22MTR1601
TROUSERS

FEATURES
Multi-pocket jeans trousers - 2 side pockets - 1 ticket pocket 1 ruler pocket - 2 back pockets - extendable hem

FEATURES
Multi-pocket water-repellent trousers - covered front button - 2 side
pockets - 1 mobile phone pocket - 2 thigh pockets with 1 leg pocket 1 ruler pocket - 2 pen pockets - 2 back pockets - knee pockets 1 badgeholder - 1 hammerloop - extendable hem

COMPOSITION
100% cotton jeans 500g/m²
SIZES
38 - 40 - 42 - 44 - 46 - 48 - 50 - 52 - 54 - 56

COMPOSITION
Main fabric: 65% polyester 35% cotton twill 280g/m² Reinforcement fabric: 100% polyamide Cordura®
SIZES
36 - 38 - 40 - 42 - 44 - 46 - 48 - 50 - 52 - 54 - 56

DENIM

BLACK

GREY/
BLACK

NAVY/
BLACK

EXPERTS

KRONOS - 23MTR0902
JEANS TROUSERS
FEATURES
Multi-pocket jeans trousers - 2 side pockets - 1 ticket pocket 1 ruler pocket - 1 mobile phone pocket - 2 back pockets knee pockets - adjustable waistband - extendable hem
COMPOSITION
Main fabric: 100% cotton jeans 450g/m² Reinforcement fabric: 100% polyamide Cordura®
SIZES
38 - 40 - 42 - 44 - 46 - 48 - 50 - 52 - 54 - 56

DARK
DENIM

www.herockworkwear.com
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WORKWEAR » TROUSERS
EN ISO 13688 / EN ISO 15797

EXPERTS

EN ISO 13688 / EN ISO 15797

EXPERTS

APOLLO - 23MTR1302
TROUSERS
FEATURES
Multi-pocket water-repellent trousers - adjustable waistband - 1 waistband
loop with key ring - 1 horizontal detachable Velcro® waistband loop 1 vertical detachable Velcro® waistband loop - 2 side pockets - 1 mobile
phone pocket - 1 thigh pocket with pen holder - 1 ruler pocket with
3 legpockets - 1 pen holder - knee pockets - 1 knife holder - 1 hammer
loop - 2 back pockets - extendable hem
COMPOSITION
Main fabric: 65% polyester - 35% cotton canvas 260g/m² water-repellent
surface coating - Reinforcement fabric: 100%
polyamide Cordura®
SIZES
38 - 40 - 42 - 44 - 46 - 48 - 50 - 52 - 54 - 56

BLACK

GREY

NAVY

EN ISO 13688 / EN ISO 15797

EXPERTS

DAGAN - 23MTR1101
TROUSERS

HERCULES - 23MTR0901
TROUSERS

FEATURES
Multi-pocket water-repellent trousers with fixed nailpockets - adjustable
waistband - 1 waistband loop with key ring - 1 horizontal detachable Velcro®
waistband loop - 1 vertical detachable Velcro® waistband loop - 2 side
pockets - 1 mobile phone pocket - 2 tigh pockets with 1 leg pocket 1 ruler pocket - 1 pen holder - knee pockets - 1 knife holder - 1 hammer
loop - 2 back pockets - extendable hem
COMPOSITION
Main fabric: 65% polyester - 35% cotton canvas 260g/m² water-repellent
surface coating - Reinforcement fabric: 100% polyamide Cordura®
SIZES
38 - 40 - 42 - 44 - 46 - 48 - 50 - 52 - 54 - 56

BLACK

GREY

NAVY

ROYAL BLUE

BEIGE

WHITE

DAGAN SHORTLEG - 23MTR1301
TROUSERS
SIZES
SL40 - SL42 - SL44 - SL46 - SL48 - SL50 - SL52

FEATURES
Multi-pocket water-repellent trousers with zip-off nail pockets - fabric
brushed inside - adjustable waistband - 1 waistband loop with key ring 2 side pockets - 1 mobile phone pocket - 2 thigh pockets with 4 leg
pockets - 1 ruler pocket - 1 pen holder - knee pockets - 2 loops - 1 hammer
loop - 2 back pockets with reflective piping - extendable hem
COMPOSITION
Main fabric: 65% polyester - 35% cotton canvas 320g/m² water-repellent
surface coating - Reinforcement fabric: 100% polyamide Cordura®
SIZES
38 - 40 - 42 - 44 - 46 - 48 - 50 - 52 - 54 - 56

AVAILABLE
IN SHORTLEG
LENGTH
BLACK
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GREY

BLACK
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GREY/
BLACK

NAVY/
BLACK

GREEN/
BLACK

BROWN/
BLACK

WHITE/
BLACK

WORKWEAR » SHORTS
EN ISO 13688

EXPERTS

EN ISO 13688 / EN ISO 15797

ESSENTIALS

BATUA - 23MBM1701
SHORTS

TYRUS - 21MBM0901
SHORTS

FEATURES
Multi-pocket shorts - 1 loop with key ring - 2 side pockets - 1 with inner
pocket - 1 fixed nailpocket with pressbuttons - 1 mobile phone pocket 2 thigh pockets - 1 ruler pocket - 2 pen pockets - 2 back pockets 1 badgeholder - 1 hammerloop

FEATURES
Multi-pocket water-repellent shorts - 2 side pockets - 2 thigh pockets 1 ruler pocket - 2 back pockets - adjustable waist

COMPOSITION
Main fabric: 65% polyester - 35% cotton ribstop fabric 210g/m² Reinforcement fabric: 100% polyamide Cordura®

COMPOSITION
65% polyester - 35% cotton twill 230g/m² water-repellent surface coating
SIZES
38 - 40 - 42 - 44 - 46 - 48 - 50 - 52 - 54 - 56 - 58 - 60 - 62 - 64

SIZES
38 - 40 - 42 - 44 - 46 - 48 - 50 - 52 - 54 - 56

BLACK

GREEN

BEIGE

BLACK

GREY/
BLACK

NAVY

GREEN

BROWN

WHITE

EN ISO 13688 / EN ISO 15797

EXPERTS

PALLAS - 23MBM1101
SHORTS
FEATURES
Multi-pocket water-repellent shorts with fixed nail pockets - adjustable
waistband - 1 waistband loop with key ring - 1 horizontal detachable
Velcro® waistband loop - 1 vertical detachable Velcro® waistband loop 2 side pockets - 1 mobile phone pocket - 2 tigh pockets with 1 leg pocket
and 3 pen holders - 1 ruler pocket - 1 hammer loop - 2 back pockets
COMPOSITION
Main fabric: 65% polyester - 35% cotton canvas 260g/m² water-repellent
surface coating - Reinforcement fabric: 100% polyamide Cordura®
SIZES
38 - 40 - 42 - 44 - 46 - 48 - 50 - 52 - 54 - 56

BLACK

www.herockworkwear.com

GREY

NAVY

ROYAL BLUE

BEIGE

WHITE

27

EXTRA
STRONG
FABRIC

PERSIA
JACKET
23MJC1708

SOFT
FEELING
EXTREME
FLEXIBILITY
WATERPROOF

WORKWEAR » JACKETS
EN ISO 13688 / EN ISO 15797

ESSENTIALS

EN ISO 13688 / EN ISO 15797

ESSENTIALS

ATON - 21MJC0901
JACKET
FEATURES
Multi-pocket water-repellent jacket - 2 chest pockets with small pocket
and 3 pen pockets - 1 mobile phone pocket - 2 side pockets - 1 sleeve
pocket with 3 pen pockets - 1 inner pocket - adjustable cuffs and waist removable zip-puller
COMPOSITION
65% polyester - 35% cotton twill 230g/m² water-repellent surface coating
SIZES
S - M - L - XL - XXL - XXXL

BLACK

GREY/
BLACK

NAVY

GREEN

BROWN

WHITE

TYPHON - 21MJC0902
JACKET
FEATURES
Multi-pocket water-repellent jacket with fleece collar - 1 Napoleon pocket 2 chest pockets with small pocket and 3 pen pockets - 1 mobile phone
pocket - 2 side pockets with side openings - 1 sleeve pocket with 3 pen
pockets - 1 key ring - 1 inner pen pocket - 2 inner pockets - elastic cuffs
and bottom - printer zipper - removable zip-puller
COMPOSITION
Outer: 65% polyester - 35% cotton twill 230g/m² water-repellent surface
coating - Lining: 100% polyester - Inner: 100% polyester
SIZES
S - M - L - XL - XXL - XXXL

BLACK

GREY/
BLACK

NAVY

GREEN

BROWN

WHITE

ESSENTIALS

JULIUS - 21MJC1601
SOFTSHELL JACKET
FEATURES
Breathable, water-repellent and windproof softshell jacket - breathable
500 mvp - waterproof 5000 mm - 2 side pockets - adjustable cuffs adjustable bottom - detachable zip-pullers
COMPOSITION
94% polyester - 6% Elastane™ 310g/m²
SIZES
XS - S - M - L - XL - XXL - XXXL

BLACK

GREY

NAVY

ROYAL BLUE

www.herockworkwear.com
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WORKWEAR » JACKETS
EN ISO 13688

ESSENTIALS

SATURNUS - 21MPK0901
PARKA
FEATURES
Multi-pocket breathable, water- and windproof parka - breathable 2000
mvp - waterproof 2000 mm - taped seams - storable hood - reflective
taped detail on collar hood - detachable card holder - 1 chest pocket with
small pocket - 1 Napoleon pocket - 2 side pockets with side openings 1 sleeve pocket - adjustable cuffs with reflective tape - elastic inner cuffs elastic drawcord bottom - 1 inner mobile phone pocket - 1 inner document
pocket - printer zipper - removable zip-puller
COMPOSITION
Outer: 100% Oxford polyester 600D with water-repellent surface coating
Pro-Reforce - Lining: 100% polyester filling - Inner: 100% polyester
SIZES
S - M - L - XL - XXL - XXXL

BLACK

EN ISO 13688

ADDITIONALS

EN ISO 13688 / EN ISO 15797

EXPERTS

BALDER - 22MJC1101
JACKET

ANZAR - 23MJC1101
JACKET

FEATURES
Multi-pocket breathable, water -and windproof jacket with detachable
sleeves - breathable 2000 mvp - waterproof 2000 mm - taped seams - collar
with fleece inside - 1 chest pocket - 1 chest pocket with side pocket, small
pocket and 2 pen holders - 1 Napoleon pocket - 2 side pockets with side
openings - 1 sleeve pocket with 2 pen holders - elastic cuffs and bottom 1 inner mobile phone pocket - printer zipper - removable zip-puller

FEATURES
Multi-pocket water-repellent jacket - 1 chest pocket - 1 mobile phone
pocket - 2 side pockets - 2 loops - adjustable cuffs - removable zip-puller 1 inner chest pocket - 2 inner side pockets

COMPOSITION
Outer: 100% Oxford polyester 600D with water-repellent surface coating
Pro-Reforce - Lining 100% polyester filling - Inner: 100% polyester

COMPOSITION
Main fabric: 65% polyester - 35% cotton canvas 260g/m² water-repellent
surface coating - Reinforcement fabric: 100% polyamide Cordura®
SIZES
S - M - L - XL - XXL - XXXL

SIZES
S - M - L - XL - XXL - XXXL

BLACK

30

GREY

NAVY

BLACK

www.herockworkwear.com

GREY

NAVY

ROYAL BLUE

BEIGE

WHITE

WORKWEAR » JACKETS
CUMAL
Jacket
23MJC1302
APOLLO
Trousers
23MTR1302

EXPERTS

CUMAL - 23MJC1302
JACKET
FEATURES
Technical laminated breathable, wind- and waterproof jacket - Outer jacket:
breathable 5000 mvp - waterpoof 8000 mm - taped seams - adjustable
and detachable hood - extra reinforced by strong ripstop fabric on the
shoulders - 3M® reflective details - waterproof YKK® zippers - underarm
ventilation with waterproof zippers - 1 chest pocket - 1 sleeve pocket 2 side pockets - adjustable cuffs - elastic drawcord bottom
COMPOSITION
Outer: 100% laminated polyester bounded fabric Reinforcement fabric: 100% polyamide ribstop
SIZES
S - M - L - XL - XXL - XXXL

BLACK

GREY/
BLACK

www.herockworkwear.com
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WORKWEAR » JACKETS
EXPERTS

POSEIDON - 23MJC0902
SOFTSHELL JACKET
FEATURES
Multi-pocket breathable, water-repellent and windproof softshell jacket breathable 3000 mvp - waterproof 8000 mm - detachable hood - 1 chest
pocket - 2 side pockets - 1 sleeve pocket - adjustable cuffs - elastic
drawcord bottom
COMPOSITION
Bounded fabric 290g/m² - Outer: 96% polyester - 4% Spandex Inner: 100% polyester micro-fleece
SIZES
XS - S - M - L - XL - XXL - XXXL

BLACK

GREY

NAVY

ORANGE

EXPERTS

EN ISO 343

EXPERTS

PERSEUS - 23MJC0901
JACKET

PERSIA - 23MJC1708
JACKET

FEATURES
Multi-pocket breathable and waterproof jacket with detachable breathable
and windproof body warmer - Outer jacket: breathable 3000 mvp waterproof 8000 mm - taped seams - reinforced shoulder patches and
arm patches with reflective piping - 4 chest pockets - 2 side pockets 1 waistband loop with key ring - 2 inner pockets - adjustable cuffs elastic drawcord bottom - Detachable windproof body warmer:
breathable 2000 mvp - 1 chest pocket - 2 side pockets

FEATURES
Multi-pocket breathable and waterproof jacket with reinforced shoulder
and elbow patches - breathable 3000 mvp - waterproof 8000 mm - taped
seams - 2 chest pockets with extra pocket - 2 side pockets - 1 sleeve
pocket - adjustable hood, cuffs and bottom - printer zipper - detachable
zip-pullers

COMPOSITION
Outer: 65% polyester - 35% cotton canvas 320g/m² water-repellent
surface coating - Reinforcement fabric: 100% polyamide Cordura® Detachable lining: 100% polyester acti-fleece - Inner: 100% polyester

COMPOSITION
Outer: 100% polyester 190g/m² - Lining: 100% polyester - Padding: 100%
polyester - Reinforcement fabric: 100% polyamide Cordura®
SIZES
S - M - L - XL - XXL - XXXL

SIZES
S - M - L - XL - XXL - XXXL

GREY/
BLACK

32

NAVY/
BLACK

GREEN/
BLACK

BROWN/
BLACK

WHITE/
BLACK

BLACK

www.herockworkwear.com

NAVY

WORKWEAR » BODY WARMERS
EN ISO 13688 / EN ISO 15797

ESSENTIALS

EN ISO 13688 / EN ISO 15797

ESSENTIALS

DONAR - 21MBW0902
BODY WARMER

DIANA - 21FBW0901
BODY WARMER WOMEN

FEATURES
Multi-pocket water-repellent body warmer with fleece collar - 2 chest
pockets with small pocket - 3 pen pockets - 1 Napoleon pocket - 1 mobile
phone pocket - 2 side pockets with side openings - 1 key ring - 1 inner
pen pocket - 2 inner pockets - extra long back length - printer zipper removable zip-puller

FEATURES
Women’s multi-pocket water-repellent body warmer with fleece collar 2 chest pockets with small pocket and 2 pen pockets - 1 Napoleon
pocket - 1 mobile phone pocket - 2 side pockets with side openings 1 key ring - 1 inner pen pocket - 2 inner pockets - extra long back length printer zipper - removable zip-puller

COMPOSITION
Outer: 65% polyester - 35% cotton twill 230g/m² water-repellent surface
coating - Lining: 100% polyester - Inner: 100% polyester

COMPOSITION
Outer: 65% polyester - 35% cotton twill 230g/m² water-repellent surface
coating - Lining: 100% polyester - Inner: 100% polyester

SIZES
S - M - L - XL - XXL - XXXL

SIZES
XS - S - M - L - XL - XXL

BLACK

GREY/
BLACK

NAVY

GREEN

BROWN

WHITE

BLACK

GREY/
BLACK

NAVY

ESSENTIALS

NEPTUNE - 21MBW0901
BODY WARMER
FEATURES
Multi-pocket water-repellent body warmer - elastic armhole - 1 mobile
phone pocket - 1 pen pocket - 2 side pockets with side openings - 1 inner
pocket - extra long back length - printer zipper - removable zip-puller
COMPOSITION
Outer: 100% polyester pongee with coating - Lining: 100% polyester Inner: 100% polyester
SIZES
S - M - L - XL - XXL - XXXL

BLACK

NAVY

www.herockworkwear.com
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WORKWEAR » OVERALL
EROS
Overall
21MCO0904

EN ISO 13688 / EN ISO 15797

ESSENTIALS

EROS - 21MCO0904
OVERALL
FEATURES
Multi-pocket water-repellent overall - 2 front zippers - 1 chest pocket with
1 small pocket - 1 Velcro® patch - 1 mobile phone pocket - 1 sleeve pocket
with 3 pen pockets - 2 side pocket openings - 1 thigh pocket - 1 ruler
pocket - elastic cuffs - adjustable elastic bottom - removable zip-puller
COMPOSITION
65% polyester - 35% cotton twill 230g/m² water-repellent surface coating
SIZES
S - M - L - XL - XXL - XXXL

BLACK

34

www.herockworkwear.com

GREY/
BLACK

NAVY

GREEN

BROWN

WORKWEAR » RAIN CLOTHING
EN ISO 343

ADDITIONALS

EN ISO 343

ADDITIONALS

OCEANUS - 22MRW0903
RAIN PARKA
FEATURES
Flex 2000 water- and windproof rain parka - taped seams - detachable
hood - 2 chest pockets - 2 side pockets - 1 inner pocket - elastic inner
cuffs - drawcord at bottom
COMPOSITION
Bounded fabric 345g/m² - Outer: PU/PVC coating on surface Inner: 100% polyester acti-fleece anti-pilling
SIZES
S - M - L - XL - XXL - XXXL

NAVY

OLIVE

EN ISO 343

ADDITIONALS

TRITON - 22MRW0901
RAIN JACKET

PONTUS - 22MRW0902
RAIN TROUSERS

FEATURES
Flex 2000 water- and windproof rain jacket - taped seams - storable
hood - 2 side pockets - armhole and back ventilation - elastic inner cuffs drawcord bottom

FEATURES
Flex 2000 water- and windproof rain trousers - taped seams - 2 side
pockets - elastic waistband - adjustable bottom with zipper

COMPOSITION
Bounded fabric 345g/m² - Outer: PU/PVC coating on surface Inner: 100% polyester
SIZES
S - M - L - XL - XXL - XXXL

NAVY

OLIVE

COMPOSITION
Bounded fabric 345g/m² - Outer: PU/PVC coating on surface Inner: 100% polyester
SIZES
S - M - L - XL - XXL - XXXL

NAVY

www.herockworkwear.com

OLIVE
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WORKWEAR » UNDERWEAR
ADDITIONALS

LOTIS - 22MTS0902
ROLL NECK T-SHIRT LONG SLEEVES
FEATURES
Roll neck t-shirt with long sleeves
COMPOSITION
95% cotton - 5% Elasthane™ 200g/m²
SIZES
S - M - L - XL - XXL - XXXL

BLACK

GREY

EXPERTS

EXPERTS

NIKOS - 23MUN1501
THERMAL T-SHIRT

HYPNOS - 23MUN1502
THERMAL TROUSERS

FEATURES
Fitted fast drying T-shirt with long sleeves - natural freshness - Meryl®
skinlife regulates the level of bacteria on your skin - permanent antimicrobial effect - maximum comfort

FEATURES
Fitted fast drying trousers - natural freshness - Meryl® Skinlife regulates
the level of bacteria on your skin - permanent anti-microbial effect maximum comfort

COMPOSITION
65% Meryl® Skinlife 27% polyamide - 8% Spandex

COMPOSITION
65% Meryl® Skinlife - 27% polyamide - 8% Spandex

SIZES
S/M - L/XL - XXL/XXXL

SIZES
S/M - L/XL - XXL/XXXL

BLACK

36

BLACK

www.herockworkwear.com

WORKWEAR » UNDERWEAR

EXPERTS

ROMEOS - 23MUN1503
BOXER SHORTS
FEATURES
2 pieces of boxers packed in a water-repellent bag - special silky-soft,
anti-bacterial, UV protection, quick-dry, breathable, eco-friendly, organic
cotton and bamboo fabric
COMPOSITION
68% bamboo - 29% organic cotton - 3% Elastane™ 250g/m²
SIZES
S/M - L/XL - XXL/XXXL

BLACK

www.herockworkwear.com

ORANGE
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ENKI
HOODED SWEATER
23MSW1202
SOFT FEELING
EXTREME WARM
PRE-SHRUNK

WORKWEAR » PULLOVERS
ESSENTIALS

WODAN - 21MPU0901
PULLOVER
FEATURES
Rib knitted round neck pullover - reinforced shoulder and elbow patches 1 chest pocket with 3 pen pockets
COMPOSITION
100% acrylic - Reinforcement fabric: 100% cotton twill
SIZES
S - M - L - XL - XXL - XXXL

BLACK

GREY/
BLACK

NAVY

ADDITIONALS

NJORD - 22MPU0901
PULLOVER
FEATURES
Rib knitted pullover with short zipper
COMPOSITION
30% wool - 70% acrylic
SIZES
S - M - L - XL - XXL - XXXL

BLACK

GREY

NAVY

NJORD
Pullovers
22MPU0901

www.herockworkwear.com
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WORKWEAR » SWEATERS
ESSENTIALS

ESSENTIALS

VIDAR - 21MSW1401
SWEATER

HEMERA - 21FSW0901
SWEATER WOMEN

FEATURES
Sweater with round neck - rib knitted collar, cuffs and bottom

FEATURES
Women’s sweater with round neck - rib knitted collar, cuffs and bottom 1 back loop

COMPOSITION
80% cotton - 20% polyester Jersey pre-shrunk 280g/m²

COMPOSITION
80% cotton - 20% polyester Jersey pre-shrunk 280g/m²

SIZES
S - M - L - XL - XXL - XXXL

BLACK

GREY

NAVY

SIZES
XS - S - M - L - XL - XXL

GREEN

BROWN

RED

BLACK

GREY

NAVY

GREEN

BROWN

RED

ADDITIONALS

ARTEMIS - 22MSW1302
SWEATER
FEATURES
Sweater with reinforced shoulder and elbow patches rib knitted collar and cuffs - extra long back length
COMPOSITION
70% cotton - 30% polyester 330g/m²
SIZES
S - M - L - XL - XXL - XXXL

BLACK

40

HEATHER GREY

NAVY

www.herockworkwear.com

WORKWEAR » SWEATERS
ADDITIONALS

JUNO - 22MSW1301
HOODED SWEATER
FEATURES
Hooded sweater with long zipper - reinforced shoulder and elbow
patches - 2 side pockets - rib knitted cuffs - extra long back length
COMPOSITION
70% cotton - 30% polyester 330g/m²
SIZES
S - M - L - XL - XXL - XXXL

BLACK

HEATHER GREY

NAVY

EXPERTS

JANI Fleece neckand headwarmer
23UHA1602

OTHELLO - 23MSW1603
SWEATER

OTHELLO
Sweater
23MSW1603
TOOL
T-shirt
Limited edition

FEATURES
Sweater with long zipper - elbow reinforcement - 1 chest pocket 2 side pockets - rib knitted cuffs and bottom - detachable zip-pullers
COMPOSITION
Bounded fabric 430g/m² - Outer: 100% cotton Jersey Inner: 100% polyester
SIZES
S - M - L - XL - XXL - XXXL

BLACK

GREY

www.herockworkwear.com
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CHERPA
Hat
23UCA0902
ODYSSEUS
Hooded sweater
23MSW0901
MARS
Trousers
22MTR0901

WORKWEAR » SWEATERS
ADDITIONALS

HESUS - 22MSW1401
HOODED SWEATER
FEATURES
Hooded sweater - rib knitted cuffs and bottom - 1 kangaroo pocket
COMPOSITION
80% cotton - 20% polyester Jersey pre-shrunk 360g/m²
SIZES
S - M - L - XL - XXL - XXXL

BLACK

GREY

NAVY

EXPERTS

ENKI - 23MSW1202
HOODED SWEATER
FEATURES
Hooded sweater with HEROCK® embroidery - rib knitted cuffs and
bottom - 1 kangaroo pocket
COMPOSITION
80% cotton - 20% polyester Jersey pre-shrunk 360g/m²
SIZES
S - M - L - XL - XXL - XXXL

BLACK

EXPERTS

ODYSSEUS - 23MSW0901
HOODED SWEATER
FEATURES
Hooded sweater with HEROCK® print and long zipper - 2 side pockets 1 hidden sleeve pocket - rib knitted cuffs and bottom
COMPOSITION
Bounded fabric 600g/m² - Outer: 65% cotton - 35% polyester Inner: 100% polyester Teddy Sherpa
SIZES
S - M - L - XL - XXL - XXXL

BLACK

GREY

NAVY

www.herockworkwear.com
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WORKWEAR » FLEECES
DARIUS
Fleece
21MJC0903
ARGO
T-shirt
21MTS0901
THOR
Trousers
21MTR0901

DEVA
Fleece
21FJC0901
EPONA
T-shirt
21FTS0901
ATHENA
Trousers
21FTR0901

ESSENTIALS

ESSENTIALS

ANTALIS - 21MSW0902
FLEECE SWEATER

AURORA - 21FSW0902
FLEECE SWEATER WOMEN

FEATURES
Fleece sweater with short zipper - elastic cuffs - removable zip-puller

FEATURES
Women’s fleece sweater with short zipper - elastic cuffs - removable
zip-puller

COMPOSITION
100% polyester acti-fleece anti-pilling 250g/m²

COMPOSITION
100% polyester acti-fleece anti-pilling 250g/m²

SIZES
S - M - L - XL - XXL - XXXL

BLACK

44

GREY

NAVY

SIZES
XS - S - M - L - XL - XXL

GREEN

BROWN

RED

BLACK

www.herockworkwear.com

GREY

NAVY

GREEN

BROWN

RED

WORKWEAR » FLEECES
ESSENTIALS

ESSENTIALS

DARIUS - 21MJC0903
FLEECE JACKET

DEVA - 21FJC0901
FLEECE JACKET WOMEN

FEATURES
Fleece jacket with long zipper - 2 side pockets - elastic cuffs removable zip-puller

FEATURES
Women’s fleece jacket with long zipper - 2 side pockets - elastic cuffs removable zip-puller

COMPOSITION
100% polyester acti-fleece anti-pilling 250g/m²

COMPOSITION
100% polyester acti-fleece anti-pilling 250g/m²

SIZES
S - M - L - XL - XXL - XXXL

SIZES
XS - S - M - L - XL - XXL

BLACK

GREY

NAVY

GREEN

BROWN

RED

BLACK

GREY

NAVY

GREEN

BROWN

RED

ADDITIONALS

ILIAS - 22MJC1601
FLEECE JACKET
FEATURES
Fleece jacket with long zipper - 1 chestpocket - 2 sidepockets detachable zip-pullers
COMPOSITION
100% polyester 300g/m²
SIZES
S - M - L - XL - XXL - XXXL

ANTHRACITE

www.herockworkwear.com

GREY

NAVY

45

WORKWEAR » FLEECES
ADDITIONALS

ADDITIONALS

MERCURY - 22MJC0901
FLEECE JACKET

HERA - 22FJC0901
FLEECE JACKET WOMEN

FEATURES
Breathable, water-repellent and windproof fleece jacket - breathable
2000 mvp - waterproof 5000 mm - reinforced shoulder and elbow
patches - 1 chest pocket - 2 side pockets - adjustable cuffs elastic drawcord bottom

FEATURES
Women’s breathable, water-repellent and windproof fleece jacket breathable 2000 mvp - waterproof 5000 mm - reinforced shoulder
and elbow patches - 1 chest pocket - 2 side pockets adjustable cuffs - elastic drawcord bottom

COMPOSITION
100% polyester acti-fleece anti-pilling 330g/m² Reinforcement fabric: 100% Oxford polyester 600D with
water-repellent surface coating Pro-Reforce

COMPOSITION
100% polyester acti-fleece anti-pilling 330g/m² Reinforcement fabric: 100% Oxford polyester 600D
with water-repellent surface coating Pro-Reforce

SIZES
S - M - L - XL - XXL - XXXL

SIZES
XS - S - M - L - XL - XXL

BLACK

NAVY

BLACK

NAVY

TAUPE

EXPERTS

ZEUS - 23MJC0903
FLEECE JACKET
FEATURES
Breathable, water-repellent and windproof fleece jacket - breathable
2000 mvp - waterproof 5000 mm - reinforced shoulder patches - 2 chest
pockets - 2 side pockets - 1 sleeve pocket - 1 key ring - adjustable cuffs elastic drawcord bottom
COMPOSITION
100% polyester acti-fleece anti-pilling 330g/m² Reinforcement fabric: 65% polyester - 35% cotton
canvas 320g/m² water-repellent surface
SIZES
S - M - L - XL - XXL - XXXL

BLACK

46

NAVY

BROWN

www.herockworkwear.com

ADONIS
Cap
Limited Edition
HURRICANE
Sweater
Limited Edition
KRONOS
Trousers
23MTR0902

TROJA
POLO LONG SLEEVES
21MPO1501

HEAVY COTTON
MODERN DESIGN
PRE-SHRUNK
RUGBY
POLO

WORKWEAR » POLOS
ESSENTIALS

ESSENTIALS

LEO - 21MPO0901
POLO SHORT SLEEVES

FREYA - 21FPO0901
POLO SHORT SLEEVES WOMEN

FEATURES
Polo with short sleeves - rib knitted collar and cuffs - 1 chest pocket 1 back loop

FEATURES
Women’s polo with short sleeves - rib knitted collar and cuffs - 1 chest
pocket - 1 back loop

COMPOSITION
65% polyester - 35% cotton pique 210g/m²

COMPOSITION
65% polyester - 35% cotton pique 210g/m²

SIZES
S - M - L - XL - XXL - XXXL

SIZES
XS - S - M - L - XL - XXL

BLACK

GREY

NAVY

GREEN

BROWN

WHITE

RED

BLACK

GREY

NAVY

GREEN

BROWN

RED

ESSENTIALS

TROJA - 21MPO1501
POLO LONG SLEEVES
FEATURES
Rugby polo with long sleeves - rib knitted cuffs - side slits
COMPOSITION
80% cotton - 20% polyester 270g/m²
SIZES
S - M - L - XL - XXL - XXXL

BLACK

www.herockworkwear.com

GREY

NAVY
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WORKWEAR » T-SHIRTS
ESSENTIALS

ESSENTIALS

ARGO - 21MTS0901
T-SHIRT SHORT SLEEVES

EPONA - 21FTS0901
T-SHIRT SHORT SLEEVES WOMEN

FEATURES
T-shirt with short sleeves - rib knitted collar - 1 back loop

FEATURES
Women’s T-shirt with short sleeves - rib knitted collar - 1 back loop

COMPOSITION
100% cotton Jersey pre-shrunk 190g/m²

COMPOSITION
100% cotton Jersey pre-shrunk 190g/m²

SIZES
S - M - L - XL - XXL - XXXL

SIZES
XS - S - M - L - XL - XXL

BLACK

GREY

NAVY

GREEN

BROWN

WHITE

RED

BLACK

GREY

NAVY

GREEN

BROWN

WHITE

RED

ESSENTIALS

NOET - 21MTS1201
T-SHIRT LONG SLEEVES
FEATURES
T-shirt with long sleeves - rib knitted collar - 1 back loop
COMPOSITION
100% cotton Jersey pre-shrunk 190g/m²
SIZES
S - M - L - XL - XXL - XXXL

BLACK

50

GREY

NAVY

www.herockworkwear.com

WORKWEAR » T-SHIRTS
ADDITIONALS

PEGASUS - 22MTS0901
T-SHIRT SHORT SLEEVES
FEATURES
T-shirt with short sleeves and HEROCK® print - rib knitted collar 1 back loop
COMPOSITION
100% cotton Jersey pre-shrunk 190g/m²
SIZES
S - M - L - XL - XXL - XXXL

BLACK

GREY

WHITE

RED

ADDITIONALS

LOTIS - 22MTS0902
ROLL NECK T-SHIRT LONG SLEEVES
FEATURES
Roll neck t-shirt with long sleeves
COMPOSITION
95% cotton - 5% Elasthane™ 200g/m²
SIZES
S - M - L - XL - XXL - XXXL

BLACK

GREY

EXPERTS

ANUBIS - 23MTS1101
T-SHIRT SHORT SLEEVES
FEATURES
T-shirt with short sleeves with print WE WORK HARD rib knitted collar - 1 back loop
COMPOSITION
100% cotton Jersey pre-shrunk 190g/m²
SIZES
S - M - L - XL - XXL - XXXL

BLACK

www.herockworkwear.com

WHITE
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02.
HIGH
VIZ
HIGH VISIBILITY CLOTHING

NEW
NORM
EN ISO
20471

OLYMPUS
TROUSERS
25MTR1602
MOBILE PHONE
POCKET
BADGE HOLDER
YKK® ZIPPER &
WASA® BUTTON

EN ISO20471 / EN ISO13688

HIGH VIZ

HYDROS - 25MJC1601
JACKET
FEATURES
High visibility jacket with 5 cm reflective tapes around body, sleeves
and over shoulders - 1 chest pocket - 1 pen pocket - 2 side pockets 1 inner pocket - adjustable cuffs - detachable zip-puller
COMPOSITION
70% polyester - 30% cotton twill 280g/m²
SIZES
S - M - L - XL - XXL - XXXL

FLUO YELLOW/ FLUO ORANGE/
NAVY
NAVY

EN ISO20471 / EN ISO13688

HIGH VIZ

EN ISO20471 / EN ISO13688

HIGH VIZ

STYX - 25MTR1601
TROUSERS
FEATURES
Multi-pocket water-repellent trousers with fixed nailpockets and 7 cm
reflective tapes around the ankles - 1 loop with key ring - 2 side pockets 1 mobile phone pocket - 2 thigh pockets with 1 leg pocket - 1 ruler
pocket - 1 pen pocket - 2 back pockets - knee pockets - 1 badgeholder 1 hammerloop - extendable hem
COMPOSITION
70% polyester - 30% cotton twill 280g/m² Reinforcement fabric: 100% polyamide Cordura®
SIZES
38 - 40 - 42 - 44 - 46 - 48 - 50 - 52 - 54 - 56

FLUO YELLOW/ FLUO ORANGE/
NAVY
NAVY

OLYMPUS - 25MTR1602
TROUSERS
FEATURES
Multi-pocket water-repellent trousers with 7cm reflective tapes around
the ankles - adjustable waistband - 1 loop with key ring - 2 side pockets 1 mobile phone pocket - 1 thigh pocket - 1 ruler pocket - 1 pen pocket 2 back pockets - 1 badgeholder - 1 hammerloop - extendable hem
COMPOSITION
70% polyester - 30% cotton twill 280g/m²
SIZES
38 - 40 - 42 - 44 - 46 - 48 - 50 - 52 - 54 - 56

FLUO YELLOW/ FLUO ORANGE/
NAVY
NAVY

www.herockworkwear.com

NAVY/
NAVY/
FLUO YELLOW FLUO ORANGE
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ISO STANDARDS
a
EN 20471

EN ISO 20471: 2013
HIGH VISIBILITY
CLOTHING

b

PUNCTURE

This international
standard
EN 471
EN 14404
for high-visibility clothing specifies the
visibility of the user on the work floor.
Everyone who works on streets, roads
or building sites must wear clothing
that meets the EN ISO 207471:2013
standard so the wearer is visually identifiable. The purpose of this clothing is
to increase the visibility of the user both
EN 374-3
EN 1149
374-2
atEN
night
and during
the day.
Therefore, this clothing should not
be covered by other outfits or have large
logos printed on it that impair the reflective surface and hence the visibility.
The clothing may be personalised, but
this must be approved beforehand by a
registered body. You can obtain advice
from your safety adviser about this.
The number next to the pictogram
indicates the class to which the clothing
belongs. This depends on the minimum
surface area of the fluorescent and
reflective material:

describe how to care for the clothing.
You can find the maximum number of
times that the clothing can be washed
next to the high-visibility symbol.
However, this only refers to the highvisibility property of the clothing.
WHICH CLASS TO USE
AND WHEN?
Class 1: this clothing should not be
used for working on public highways.
A higher class must be used here,
even for brief visits. This class can
be used in other situations by visitors
who are accompanied by people
wearing a higher class of clothing.
Class 2: this clothing can be worn
during the day, provided that the good
weather conditions and visibility are
good. It is recommended for all types
of work, irrespective of the duration
of the work.
Class 3: this clothing can be worn in the
same circumstances as class 2. However,
it is compulsory where visibility is limited,
when work is carried out at night and in
poor weather conditions.

Minimum surface with
visible material m2
EN ISO 13688

Class

Background
material (m2)

Reflective
material (m2)

1

0,14

0,10

2

0,50

0,13

3

0,80

0,20

EN 343

EN 343: 2003
PROTECTION AGAINST
a
PRECIPITATION
EN 20471
(RAIN,
SNOW, MIST
b
AND MOISTURE)
EN 471

This European standard relates to
MECHANICAL
protective
clothing for rain, wind and
The colour coordinates and the lumiHAZARDS
EN in
388temperatures higher than -5 °C.
cold
nance factor must be within certain
This standard specifies the requirements
thresholds (before and after lighting).
and testing methods applied to materiRequirements are also placed on the
als and seams of protective clothing
colour fastness of both the fluorescent
with regard to bad weather conditions
colours and the contrasting colours.
EN 374-3
ISO 15797
2 2 1
(for4 instance:
rain EN
or 374-2
snow, fog and
Furthermore, the clothing should
have
damp)
been tested by washing at least 5 times,ABRASION
CUT TEAR PUNCTURE
unless specified otherwise on the clothIMPERMEABILITY
ing. The working life of the clothing not
only depends on the number of times it
This factor is fundamental for superior
has been washed, but also on usage,
protection. The rainwear’s impermeability
maintenance and correct storage.
The clothing must be cared for correctly is determined by the garment’s material.
EN 455
In the symbol, impermeability is indicated
and it must be cleaned regularly.
This is
because the protective properties of the on the location of the X with a number
between 1 and 3, where the number
clothing are reduced when the clothing
represents the class. Impermeability is
is dirty. The accompanying instructions
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measured by the water pressure of a
water column with a determined height
and a determined diameter. The height
of the column determines the class.
Class
1
2
3

water column of at least
80 cm height
water column of 80 cm
to 130 cm height
water column of at least
130 cm height

WATER VAPOUR RESISTANCE
The classic unit (g/m² per 24 hours) was
easy to understand. However, the EN 343
uses a value of evaporative resistance
(m². Pa/W), which is measured by
the so-called ‘skin model’ (skin test
EN11092). Important information for
a better understanding: The higher the
RET value, the stronger the vapour
resistance of the material; consequently,
less vapour passes in case of a high
RET value. The laboratory performs this
static test at 35°C. Breathable clothing
removes the perspiration from the skin
and the garment. If too much moisture
accumulates in the garment, the condensation creates the impression of moist
skin. In cold conditions the wearer runs
the risk of cooling off quickly; in warm
conditions the heart rate increases and
there EN
is 14404
a possibility of the development
of thermal stress. A person feels well
when the amount of perspiration produced by the body is equivalent to the
amount of perspiration that is eliminated.
Class
1
2
3

RET-value higher than 40
RET-value between 20 and 40

EN 1149

RET-value lower than 20

EN ISO 13688
GENERAL a
REQUIREMENTSENFOR
20471
b CLOTHING
PROTECTIVE

Clothing that is certified under ISO
15797 has been tested for its resistance
to industrial washing and drying.
The standard specifies the test
procedure
for measuring the effects of
EN 455
industrial washing on work clothing and
on its colour and durability. The clothing
is tested using eight different washing
procedures that simulate the influences
that work clothing is exposed to during
industrial washing.
The clothing should be tested in
a variety of ways. The preservation of
the fit, wear-resistance of the seams,
strength of the material, colourfastness
in relation to the colour intensity and
release of colour must meet the
standard.

EN 374-3

D
U
E
P
T

TO

ISO 15797

EN ISO 15797:2002
INDUSTRIAL WASHING
AND AFTER-CARE
PROCEDURES FOR
4 2 2 1
EN 374-2
TESTING WORKWEAR
ABRASION CUT TEAR PUNCTURE
(ISO
15797:2002)

EN 14404

EN 1149

EN 471

EN 14404
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EN 455

EN 471

EN 374-3

ES

EN 343

This standard sets requirements on
MECHANICAL
among other things
the safety, design
HAZARDS
EN 388
and comfort of protective
clothing. It
also sets more requirements than the
previous standard on the ageing of
EN ISO 13688
clothing through use, for example, but
aIn EN
also
as a result of4 washing.
particular,
ISO 15797
2 2 1
374-2
if a manufacturer
claims
that
the
clothEN 20471
ABRASION CUT TEAR PUNCTURE
b
ing may be washed it must demonstrate
EN 343
that the protective properties
of the
clothing remain after the clothing has
been washed the claimed number of
MECHANICAL
HAZARDS
times.
EN 388

TES

EN ISO 13688

WASH

EN 1149

ALL OUR HIGH VISIBILITY CLOTHING
HAS BEEN TESTED FOR
RETENTION OF THE REFLECTIVE
MATERIAL TO AT LEAST 50 WASHES!
www.herockworkwear.com
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03.
WORK
GEAR
CAPS - HATS - BELTS - UNDERWEAR - SOCKS - LACES - …

JANI
FLEECE NECKAND HEADWARMER
23UHA1602
EXTREME WARM
FLEECE FABRIC
NECKWARMER
HAT

WORKGEAR » CAPS
ADONIS
Cap
Limited Edition
OTHELLO
Sweater
23MSW1603
MARS
Trousers
22MTR0901
SAN REMO
Shoes
HK03

JANI Fleece neckand headwarmer
23UHA1602
OTHELLO
Sweater
23MSW1603
AURORA
Fleece
21FSW0902
HAPES
Gloves
21UGL0901
MARS
Trousers
22MTR0901

EXPERTS

ESSENTIALS

HORUS - 21UCA0902
CAP

LANO - 23UCA1701
CAP
BLACK

BLACK

GREY

NAVY

GREEN

BROWN

FEATURES
5 panel cap with buckle closure - packed by 10 pieces
COMPOSITION
65% polyester - 35% heavy cotton twill brushed
SIZES
ONE

WHITE

FEATURES
Original Flexfit® cap with HEROCK® heatstamp - comfortable
lightweight cap with fast drying and moisture wicking function
COMPOSITION
99% polyester - 1% Elastane™ Flexfit®
SIZES
S/M - L/XL
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WORKGEAR » WINTER
EXPERTS

ESSENTIALS

BRAGUS - 21UCA0901
FLEECE HAT

CHERPA - 23UCA0902
HAT
BLACK

GREY MIX

GREY

FEATURES
Fleece hat - packed by 10 pieces

FEATURES
Knitted hat with HEROCK® printed badge - packed by 10 pieces

COMPOSITION
100% polyester acti-fleece anti-pilling 250g/m²

COMPOSITION
100% acrylic

SIZES
ONE

SIZES
ONE

EXPERTS

JANI - 23UHA1602
FLEECE NECK- AND
HEADWARMER

HAPES - 21UGL0901
MITTS
BLACK

BLACK

FEATURES
Fleece neck gaiter with embossed HEROCK® logo - adjustable height and
width - respiration holes on the inside part - portable in 6 different ways packed by 10 pieces
COMPOSITION
100% polyester acti-fleece anti-pilling 250g/m²

ESSENTIALS

FEATURES
Knitted mitts - packed by 10 pair
COMPOSITION
100% acrylic
SIZES
ONE

SIZES
ONE
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WORKGEAR » BELTS
ESSENTIALS

NOTUS - 21BE0901
BELT

ADDITIONALS

ZELUS - 22BE0901
BELT
GREY

BLACK

NAVY

FEATURES
Adjustable belt with HEROCK® print - buckle with bottle opener packed by 10 pieces

FEATURES
Adjustable belt - buckle with bottle opener - packed by 10 pieces
COMPOSITION
90% polyester - 10% cotton canvas - nickel free buckle

COMPOSITION
90% polyester - 10% cotton canvas - nickel free buckle

SIZES
ONE

SIZES
ONE

EXPERTS

EXPERTS

GLAUCUS - 23UBE1601
BELT

BOREAS - 23BE0901
BELT
BROWN

FEATURES
Adjustable premium quality leather belt with HEROCK® heatstamp
COMPOSITION
100% full grain buffalo leather - nickel free buckle
SIZES
ONE

BLACK

FEATURES
Elastic adjustable belt with embossed HEROCK® logo - buckle with
bottle opener - packed by 10 pieces
COMPOSITION
95% polyester - 5% Elastane™ - nickel free buckle
SIZES
ONE
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PERSEUS
Jacket
23MJC0901
WODAN
Pullover
21MPU0901
HERCULES
Trousers
23MTR0901
CONSTRUCTOR
Shoes
CK06S

ANZAR
Jacket
23MJC1101
WODAN
Pullover
21MPU0901
DAGAN
Trousers
23MTR1101
MAGNUS
Shoes
C130SK
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WORKGEAR » SOCKS & UNDERWEAR
EXPERTS

ROMEOS - 23MUN1503
BOXER SHORTS

ESSENTIALS

DONNA - 21USK0902
SOCKS (SET OF 3 PAIR)
BLACK

MIX BLACK/
HEATHER
GREY/NAVY

ORANGE

FEATURES
2 pieces of boxers packed in a water-repellent bag - special silky-soft,
anti-bacterial, UV protection, quick-dry, breathable, eco-friendly, organic
cotton and bamboo fabric
COMPOSITION
68% bamboo - 29% organic cotton - 3% Elastane™ 250g/m²

FEATURES
Socks with HEROCK® logo - packed by 10 sets
COMPOSITION
65% polyester - 7% polyurethane - 1% Elastane™ - 27% cotton Jersey
SIZES
35/38 - 39/42 - 43/46

SIZES
S/M - L/XL - XXL/XXXL

EXPERTS

ESSENTIALS

APIS - 21USK0901
SOCKS

CARPO - 23USK0901
SOCKS
NAVY

BLACK

OLIVE

FEATURES
Strong and warm winter socks - packed by 10 pair
COMPOSITION
70% wool - 30% polyamide
SIZES
37/38 - 39/40 - 41/42 - 43/44 - 45/46 - 47/48

FEATURES
Quick drying, breathable, antibacterial and antistatic socks with
HEROCK® logo - pre-shaped left and right foot - transpiration canals packed by 10 pair
COMPOSITION
35% cotton - 45% Coolmax® - 15% polyamide - 5% Elastane™
SIZES
35/38 - 39/42 - 43/46
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WORKGEAR » ACCESSORIES
EXPERTS

ESSENTIALS

23MI1801
SCREWPOCKET

21MI0901
KNEE PROTECT
(SET OF 2)

ORANGE

FEATURES
Comfortable, pre-shaped knee protection - packed by 10 pair

BLACK

FEATURES
Nail pocket with multiple pockets, reinforced with Cordura® - 2 strong
hanger loops to attach to a belt - 1 main pocket lined with Cordura® 2 pen pockets - 1 badge holder - extra hidden pocket at backside packed by 10 pieces

COMPOSITION
100% ethylene vinyl acetate
SIZES
ONE

COMPOSITION
Main fabric: 65% polyester - 35% cotton canvas 260g/m² Reinforcement fabric: 100% polyamid Cordura®
SIZES
ONE

EXPERTS

ESSENTIALS

LOKI - 21MI0902
LACES

TARANIS - 23UBA1602
TRAVEL BAG
BLACK

BLACK

BLACK/
ORANGE

FEATURES
Shoe laces 130 cm length - packed by 10 pairs
COMPOSITION
100% polyester
SIZES
ONE

FEATURES
Travel bag on wheels - reinforced backside with PE board - width
adjusters - see-through application for name instruction - extra pocket
inside - water-repellent surface
COMPOSITION
Tarpaulin 80% PVC - 20% polyester
CAPACITY
96L
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WORKGEAR » ACCESSORIES
EXPERTS

ARTHUR - 23UBA1601
BACKPACK
BLACK

FEATURES
Multi-pocket backpack - adjustable shoulder
straps - soft mesh finish for quick dry airtunnel/airflow for extra comfort - secure
laptop compartment (up to 17 inch) - adjustable
capacity up to 22L - extra strong and durable
woven polyester - detachable knee mat

MULTI POCKET
BACKPACK
FAST DRY
TUNNEL

COMPOSITION
100% polyester - Knee mat: 100% ethylene
vinyl acetate
CAPACITY
22L

LAPTOP
COMPARTIMENT
KNEE MAT
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04.
FOOT
WEAR
SAFETY SHOES - BOOTS - SNEAKERS

MAGNUS
S3 SAFETY SHOES
C130SK

TPU HEELREINFORCEMENT
SHOCK
ABSORBING
SOLE
NUBUK
HIGH QUALITY
LEATHER

COMPOSITE
SAFETY
NOSE

EN-STANDARDS &
CE-PRESCRIPTIONS
EN ISO 20345:2004
Safety norm for safety shoes — All requirements for safety shoes have been established in the European safety norms.
Safety norm ISO 20345 defines the requirements that all new safety shoes have to meet. All safety shoes that are licensed
under this norm need to answer to a very specific set of demands. The ‘S’ in every type represents the shoe’s safety factor.

S1

Safety class S1
(A+FO+E)

All shoes of the S1 type meet the basic
demands for safety shoes:
• The height of the upper fabric
• Protective nose (with a minimum
length and width)
• Upper fabric needs to be leather or
equivalent synthetic material
• Needs to have inner lining
• Sole can be made out of any material
and can be smooth
• Upper fabric can be open on low
shoes

S2

Safety class S2
(A+FO+E+WRU)

Safety shoes of the S2 type have the
same features as the shoes in safety
class S1 with the addition of an extra
quality: resistance of the upper material
against penetration by foreign objects
and absorption of water.
S2 shoes have the following
features:
• All basic features for safety shoes
• All extra features in safety class S1
(A+FO+E)
• The extra WRU feature

S1 shoes have the following
features:
• Closed zone on the heel
• Antistatic features
• Energy absorption in the heel
• Sole is resistent to hydrocarbons

S1P

S3

Safety class S3
(A+FO+E+WRU +P)

Safety shoes of the S3 type have
the same features as the shoes
in safety class S2 with the addition
of an extra quality:
• Anti-perforation sole
S3 shoes have the following
features:
• All basic features for safety shoes
• All extra features in safety class S2
(A+FO+E)
• The extra P feature

SYMBOL &
DESCRIPTION

Safety class S1P
(A+FO+E+P)

Safety shoes of the S1P type do not have their own safety
class, but because they are used so frequently, they get a
separate mention here. These safety shoes are all based on
the S1 safety class with an anti-perforation sole as additional
feature.
S1P safety shoes have the followingfeatures:
• All basic features for safety shoes
• All extra features in safety class S1 (A+FO+E)
• The extra P feature

P:
E:
C:
A:
I:
AN:
FO:
HI:
CI:
WRU:
HRO:
ORO:
SRO:
WR:
M:
CR:

Anti-perforation sole
Energy absorption in the heel
Conductive footwear
Antistatic features
Electrically insulating
Extra ankle protection
Sole has resistance to hydrocarbons
Heat-isolating sole
Cold-isolating sole
Upper material is resistant against penetration by
foreign objects and absorption of water
Sole is resistant against heat during contact
Hydrocarbon resistent sole
Slip-proof sole
Waterproof fixation of the sole to the shoe
Extra protection of the middle part of the foot
Upper fabric is cut proof
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TIPS …
… FOR
FINDING THE
RIGHT SHOE

Always take the time when trying on your shoes. When trying them on,
make certain that you can move your toes freely without having your
foot fit too loosely in the shoe. Take into account that your feet tend to
swell up slightly during the course of the day, so it is best to try on
new shoes during the afternoon. Keep in mind in which conditions your
shoes will be used for and what kind of work you will be primarily doing.
Not every job requires the same footwear.

HOW MANY TYPES OF SAFETY SHOES ARE THERE?
Safety shoes
low model (leather)

Fit for people who have to
kneel regularly

The foot can easily
be moved inside the shoe

Achilles tendon
is less protected

Safety shoes
high model (leather)

Fit for
heavy duty work

Sufficient support and protection for the achilles tendon

Foot is less easily moved
inside the shoe

Fit in a wet or humid
environment

Lining is possible =
fit in cold environment

Requires
maintenance

Safety boots
(synthetic fabric)

Fit in a wet environment
and for working
with chemicals*

Cheap and require
low maintenance

Less isolating
against cold –
sensitive to heat

*chemicals can
penetrate leather

WHEN

ADVANTAGE

DISADVANTAGE

Safety boots
(leather)

POINTS OF FOCUS WHEN PURCHASING YOUR SHOES
In this diagram, you can see which type of foot protection fits best for a specific work environment.
TYPE

WORK ENVIRONMENT

Safety shoes
low model (leather)
Safety shoes
high model (leather)
Safety boots
(leather)
Safety boots
(synthetic fabric)
KNEELING
DOWN

CLIMBING

WET
ENVIRONMENT

WELDING AND
SOLDERING

WORKING WITH
CHEMICALS

TIPS FOR TESTING YOUR FOOTWEAR
• Choose your shoe according to the job you need it for.
• Don’t be too reluctant to spend when it comes to your shoes, they are the base of any outfit and you’ll have to walk around in them all
day long. It is better to spend a little more on a good pair of shoes that offer up-to-par protection and have a comfortable feel and fit.
• When trying on new shoes, your feet have to be able to move freely and your shoe has to fit the shape of your foot. Make sure that you
can place one finger behind your foot when you move your foot all the way forward.
• Take your time when picking out the right shoes and remember to try them on in the afternoon since your feet swell up during the day.
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200 JOULE

ANTI-PERFORATION
MIDSOLE
Our anti-perforation intermediate sole is an impermeable, METAL FREE
intermediate sole (except Roma and Gladiator) for protection of your feet.
Our anti-perforation intermediate sole complies with EN ISO 20345:2011.
A shoe made with this intermediate sole is:
• Highly flexible and comfortable
• Ultra lightweight when compared to a
standard steel anti-perforation sole
• Sole surface is very well protected
• Undetectable by metal detectors
• Offers thermic protection
• Temperature regulating (cooler in the summer,
warmer in the winter)

SYNTHETIC
COMPOSITE
SAFETY NOSE
EN ISO
20345:2011
STYLECODE

DESCRIPTION EN

SYMBOLs

C130SK

Magnus High compo S3 shoes

A + FO + E + WRU + P

CK01S

Primus High compo S3 shoes

A + FO + E + WRU + P

CK06S

Constructor High compo S3 shoes

A + FO + E + WRU + P

CK16S

Primus Low compo S3 shoes

A + FO + E + WRU + P

CK18S

Perfo sandal compo S1P shoes

A + FO + E + P

CK28S

Perfo Grey Low compo S1P shoes

A + FO + E + P

CK29S

Volcanus compo S1P shoes

A + FO + E + P

CK33BS

Cross Low compo S1P shoes

A + FO + E + P

CK34BS

Cross High compo S1P shoes

A + FO + E + P

HK03BK

San Remo High compo S3 shoes

A + FO + E + WRU + P

21MSS1301

Roma High Steel S3 shoes

A + FO + E + WRU + P

22MSS1301

Crixus High compo S3 boots

A + FO + E + WRU + P

23MSS0101

Tuxedo High S3 sneakers

A + FO + E + WRU + P

23MSS0204

Contrix Low S3 sneakers

A + FO + E + WRU + P

23MSS1301

Troy High compo S3 shoes

A + FO + E + WRU + P

23MSS1302

Gladiator High compo S3 shoes

A + FO + E + WRU + P

23MSS1303

Infinity Low compo S3 shoes

A + FO + E + WRU + P

23MSS1401

Spartacus Low S1P sneakers

A + FO + E + P

23MSS1402

Gannicus Low S1P sneakers

A + FO + E + P
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Our lightweight HEROCK® safety
shoes are equipped with a
composite synthetic nose that can
handle a force of 200 joule, just
like a traditional steel safety nose.
• Ultra lightweight when compared
to a standard steel safety nose
• Rust free
• Temperature regulating
(cooler in the summer, warmer in
the winter)
• Antimagnetic & antistatic
• Undetectable by metal detectors
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FOOTWEAR

SIZE CHART
HEROCK® SIZE (EU)

36

37

38

39

40

41

42

43

44

45

46

47

UK

4

4

5

6

61/2

7

8

9

10

101/2

11

12

US

4

5

51/2

61/2

7

8

81/2

91/2

10

11

111/2

121/2

EN ISO 20345

FOOTWEAR

EN ISO 20345

FOOTWEAR

ROMA - 21MSS1301
STEEL S3 HIGH BOOTS
FEATURES
Ankle boot - Toecap: steel - Midsole: metallic anti-perforation midsole PU padded tongue and collar - Insole: antistatic and removable insole Sole: single density PU sole - Last: Mondopoint 10,5
COMPOSITION
Upper: black full grain leather - Lining: breathable textile lining
SIZES
37 - 38 - 39 - 40 - 41 - 42 - 43 - 44 - 45 - 46 - 47

BLACK

PRIMUS - CK16S
COMPO S3 LOW SHOES
FEATURES
Low shoe with PU overcap - Toecap: composite 200J - Midsole: nonmetallic anti-perforation - PU padded tongue and collar - Insole: antistatic,
antibacterial and removable textile material with latex back - Sole: dual
density PU - Last: Mondopoint 11 - wide and comfortable
COMPOSITION
Upper: black, smooth, water-repellent full grain leather with orange
stitching - Lining: 3D orange breathable lining with anti-corrosion material
on the internal heel
SIZES
37 - 38 - 39 - 40 - 41 - 42 - 43 - 44 - 45 - 46 - 47

BLACK
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FOOTWEAR
EN ISO 20345

FOOTWEAR

EN ISO 20345

FOOTWEAR

PRIMUS - CK01S
COMPO S3 HIGH BOOTS
FEATURES
High boot with PU overcap - Toecap: composite 200J - Midsole: nonmetallic anti-perforation - PU padded tongue and collar - Insole: antistatic,
antibacterial and removable textile material with latex back - Sole: dual
density PU - Last: Mondopoint 11 - wide and comfortable
COMPOSITION
Upper: black, smooth, water-repellent full grain leather with orange
stitching - Lining: 3D orange breathable lining with anti-corrosion material
on the internal heel
SIZES
37 - 38 - 39 - 40 - 41 - 42 - 43 - 44 - 45 - 46 - 47

BLACK

VOLCANUS - CK29S
COMPO S1P SHOES
FEATURES
Welding boot with PU overcap - elastic front closure (no laces) Toecap: composite 200J - Midsole: non-metallic anti-perforation Insole: antistatic, antibacterial and removable textile material with
latex back - Sole: dual density PU - Last: Mondopoint 11 - wide
and comfortable
COMPOSITION
Upper: black leather with side Velcro® closing system and yellow stitching
on the instep - Lining: 3D orange breathable lining with anti-corrosion
material on the internal heel
SIZES
37 - 38 - 39 - 40 - 41 - 42 - 43 - 44 - 45 - 46 - 47

BLACK

EN ISO 20345

FOOTWEAR

CONSTRUCTOR - CK06S
COMPO S3 HIGH BOOTS
FEATURES
High boot with PU overcap - Toecap: composite 200J - Midsole:
non-metallic anti-perforation - PU padded tongue and collar - Insole:
antistatic, antibacterial and removable textile material with latex back Sole: dual density PU - Last: Mondopoint 11 - wide and comfortable
COMPOSITION
Upper: black, smooth, full grain, aniline leather with grey stitching Lining: 3D grey breathable lining with anti-corrosion material on
the internal heel
SIZES
37 - 38 - 39 - 40 - 41 - 42 - 43 - 44 - 45 - 46 - 47

BLACK
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FOOTWEAR
EN ISO 20345

FOOTWEAR

MAGNUS - C130SK
COMPO S3 HIGH BOOTS
FEATURES
High boot with PU overcap - Toecap: composite 200J - Midsole: nonmetallic anti-perforation conform EN 12568 - black textile collar - Insole:
antistatic and removable - Sole: dual density PU with TPU heel support padded heel and collar - Last: Mondopoint 11 - wide and comfortable
COMPOSITION
Upper: dark brown nubuck leather - Lining: black-orange breathable,
strong woven material
SIZES
37 - 38 - 39 - 40 - 41 - 42 - 43 - 44 - 45 - 46 - 47

BROWN

EN ISO 20345

FOOTWEAR

EN ISO 20345

FOOTWEAR

TROY - 23MSS1301
COMPO S3 HIGH BOOTS
FEATURES
Special shoes for the building sector - Toecap: composite 200J Midsole: non-metallic anti-perforation midsole - Insole: antistatic,
antibacterial, anatomically and removable textile material with latex back Sole: dual density PU-SRC - Last: Mondopoint 11 - wide and comfortable
COMPOSITION
Upper: black, full grain, aniline leather water resistant 180 minutes black padded leather collar and tongue - Lining: leather lining
SIZES
37 - 38 - 39 - 40 - 41 - 42 - 43 - 44 - 45 - 46 - 47

BLACK

GLADIATOR - 23MSS1302
COMPO S3 HIGH BOOTS
FEATURES
High quality waterproof ankle boot with PU overcap Toecap: composite 200J - Midsole: inox anti-perforation midsole Insole: antistatic, antibacterial, anatomically and removable textile
material with latex back - Sole: dual density PU-SRC - Last: Mondopoint
11 - wide and comfortable
COMPOSITION
Upper: top quality full grain leather - Lining: waterproof, windproof and
breathable Vagotex membrane
SIZES
37 - 38 - 39 - 40 - 41 - 42 - 43 - 44 - 45 - 46 - 47

BLACK
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FOOTWEAR
EN ISO 20345

FOOTWEAR

EN ISO 20345

FOOTWEAR

CRIXUS - 22MSS1301
COMPO S3 RIGGERS
FEATURES
Comfortable winterboot with warm lining - Toecap: composite 200J Midsole: non-metallic anti-perforation midsole - Insole: antistatic,
antibacterial, anatomically and removable textile material with latex back Sole: dual density PU-SRC - Last: Mondopoint 11 - wide and comfortable
COMPOSITION
Upper: brown leather - water resistant 180 minutes with Kevlar®
stitching on the instep - Lining: polyester fur lining
SIZES
37 - 38 - 39 - 40 - 41 - 42 - 43 - 44 - 45 - 46 - 47

BROWN

SAN REMO - HK03
COMPO S3 HIGH BOOTS
FEATURES
High boot - Toecap: composite 200J - Midsole: non-metallic antiperforation - PU padded tongue and collar - Insole: antistatic,
antibacterial and removable textile material with latex back Sole: dual density PU - Last: Mondopoint 11 - wide and comfortable
COMPOSITION
Upper: black, smooth, full grain leather - Lining: black durable
textured fabric
SIZES
37 - 38 - 39 - 40 - 41 - 42 - 43 - 44 - 45 - 46 - 47

BLACK
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FOOTWEAR

EN ISO 20345

FOOTWEAR

CROSS - CK33BS
COMPO S1P LOW SHOES
FEATURES
Low shoe with PU overcap - Toe cap: composite 200J - Midsole: nonmetallic anti-perforation - PU padded tongue and collar - Insole: antistatic,
antibacterial and removable textile material with latex back - Sole: dual
density PU - Last: Mondopoint 11 - wide and comfortable - black antiabrasion material on the front and on the back
COMPOSITION
Upper: beige suede and beige Cordura® cross material - Lining: 3D grey
breathable lining with anti-corrosion material on the internal heel
SIZES
37 - 38 - 39 - 40 - 41 - 42 - 43 - 44 - 45 - 46 - 47

BEIGE

CROSS - CK34BS
COMPO S1P HIGH BOOTS
FEATURES
High boot with PU overcap - Toe cap: composite 200J - Midsole: nonmetallic anti-perforation - PU padded tongue and collar - Insole: antistatic,
antibacterial and removable textile material with latex back - Sole: dual
density PU - Last: Mondopoint 11 - wide and comfortable - black antiabrasion material on the front and on the back
COMPOSITION
Upper: beige suede and beige Cordura® cross material - Lining: 3D grey
breathable lining with anti-corrosion material on the internal heel
SIZES
36 - 37 - 38 - 39 - 40 - 41 - 42 - 43 - 44 - 45 - 46 - 47

BEIGE

EN ISO 20345

PERFO - CK18S
COMPO S1P SANDALS
FEATURES
Sandal with PU overcap - Toecap: composite 200J - Midsole: non-metallic
anti-perforation - Insole: antistatic, antibacterial and removable textile
material with latex back - Sole: dual density - Last: Mondopoint 11 wide and comfortable
COMPOSITION
Upper: grey suede and grey stitching - Lining: 3D orange breathable lining
with anti-corrosion material on the internal heel
SIZES
37 - 38 - 39 - 40 - 41 - 42 - 43 - 44 - 45 - 46 - 47

GREY
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FOOTWEAR

PERFO - CK28S
COMPO S1P LOW SHOES
FEATURES
Perforated low shoe with PU overcap - Toecap: composite 200J Midsole: non-metallic anti-perforation - PU padded tongue and collar Insole: antistatic, antibacterial and removable textile material with
latex back - Sole: dual density PU - Last: Mondopoint 11 - wide
and comfortable
COMPOSITION
Upper: grey suede and grey stitching - Lining: 3D orange breathable
lining with anti-corrosion material on the internal heel
SIZES
37 - 38 - 39 - 40 - 41 - 42 - 43 - 44 - 45 - 46 - 47

GREY

EN ISO 20345

FOOTWEAR

INFINITY - 23MSS1303
COMPO S3 LOW SHOES
FEATURES
Low shoe with ESD function - Toecap: composite 200J - Midsole:
anti-perforation midsole - Insole: antistatic, antibacterial, anatomically
and removable textile material with latex back - Sole: dual density
PU-SRC - Last: Mondopoint 11 - wide and comfortable
COMPOSITION
Upper: nubuck and bycast leather - Lining: breathable textile lining
SIZES
37 - 38 - 39 - 40 - 41 - 42 - 43 - 44 - 45 - 46 - 47

ELECTROSTATIC
DISCHARGE

BLACK

EN ISO 20345

FOOTWEAR

CONTRIX - 23MSS0204
S3 LOW SNEAKERS
FEATURES
Low sneakers - Toecap: composite 200J - Midsole: non-metallic antiperforation - Insole: anti-static, antibacterial, anti-fungal, comfortable
arch support - Sole: TPU/PU sole, anti-static and anti-slip SRA Last: Mondopoint 11 - wide and comfortable
COMPOSITION
Upper: black suede and full grain leather water-repellent Lining: 3D breathable lining
SIZES
37 - 38 - 39 - 40 - 41 - 42 - 43 - 44 - 45 - 46 - 47

BLACK
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FOOTWEAR
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FOOTWEAR

TUXEDO - 23MSS0101
S3 HIGH SNEAKERS
FEATURES
High sneakers - Toecap: composite 200J - Midsole: non-metallic
anti-perforation - Insole: anti-static, antibacterial, anti-fungal,
comfortable arch support - Sole: TPU/PU sole, anti-static and antislip SRA - Last: Mondopoint 11 - wide and comfortable - metal free
COMPOSITION
Upper: brown nubuck water-repellent - Lining: 3D breathable lining
SIZES
37 - 38 - 39 - 40 - 41 - 42 - 43 - 44 - 45 - 46 - 47

BROWN

GANNICUS - 23MSS1402
S1P LOW SNEAKERS
FEATURES
Low sneakers - Toecap: steel - Midsole: non-metallic anti-perforation Insole: anatomic, anti-static and removable - Sole: PU/RPU with PU
application on the heel, dual density, anti-static, slip resistant, oil
resistant and hydrocarbons with energy absorbing in the heel Last: Mondopoint 10,5
COMPOSITION
Upper: soft velour suede with upper tongue and collar in polyester Oxford Lining: microfibre breathable lining
SIZES
37 - 38 - 39 - 40 - 41 - 42 - 43 - 44 - 45 - 46 - 47

GREY

EN ISO 20345

SPARTACUS - 23MSS1401
S1P LOW SNEAKERS
FEATURES
Low sneakers - Toecap: steel - Midsole: non-metallic anti-perforation Insole: anatomic, anti-static and removable - Sole: PU/RPU with PU
application on the heel, dual density, anti-static, slip resistant, oil
resistant and hydrocarbons with energy absorbing in the heel Last: Mondopoint 10,5
COMPOSITION
Upper: soft velour suede - Lining: microfibre breathable lining
SIZES
37 - 38 - 39 - 40 - 41 - 42 - 43 - 44 - 45 - 46 - 47

BLACK
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CHOOSE
YOUR COLOUR

ANZAR
Jacket
23MJC1101
ODIN
Trousers
21MTR0902
CROSS
Shoes
CK34BS

BK

PEGASUS - 22MTS0901BK

ANUBIS - 23MTS1101BK

BLACK

ARGO - 21MTS0901BK

NIKOS - 23MUN1501BK

EPONA - 21FTS0901BK

LEO - 21MPO0901BK

FREYA - 21FPO0901BK

NOET - 21MTS1201BK

HYPNOS - 23MUN1502BK

TROJA - 21MPO1501BK

ILIAS - 22MJC1601BK

ARTEMIS - 22MSW1302BK

JUNO - 22MSW1301BK
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VIDAR - 21MSW1401BK

HEMERA - 21FSW0901BK

DARIUS - 21MJC0903BK

DEVA - 21FJC0901BK

ANTALIS - 21MSW0902BK

AURORA - 21FSW0902BK

WODAN - 21MPU0901BK

NJORD - 22MPU0901BK
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BK

ODYSSEUS - 23MSW0901BK

HESUS - 22MSW1401BK

HERA - 22FJC0901BK

JULIUS - 21MJC1601BK

ENKI - 23MSW1202BK

BLACK

LOTIS - 22MTS0902BK

MERCURY - 22MJC0901BK

EROS - 21MCO0904-PBK

TYRUS - 21MBM0901BK

BATUA - 23MBM1701BK

84

ATON - 21MJC0901BK

TYPHON - 21MJC0902BK

ANZAR - 23MJC1101BK

NEPTUNE - 21MBW0901BK

DONAR - 21MBW0902BK

DIANA - 21FWB0901BK

OTHELLO - 23MSW1603BK

THOR - 21MTR0901BK

ATHENA - 21FTR0901BK

ODIN - 21MTR0902BK

MARS - 22MTR0901BK

TITAN - 22MTR1601BK

APOLLO - 23MTR1302BK

DAGAN - 23MTR1101BK

HERCULES - 23MTR0901BK

ZEUS - 23MJC0903BK

PALLAS - 23MBM1101BK
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SATURNUS - 21MPK0901BK

CUMAL - 23MJC1302BK

POSEIDON - 23MJC0902BK

PERSIA - 23MJC1708BK

LANO - 23UCA1701BK

JANI - 23UHA1602BK

HAPES - 21UGL0901BK

BALDER - 22MJC1101BK

ROMEOS - 23MUN1503MX

HORUS - 23UCA0902BK

CARPO - 23USK0901BK

DONNA - 21USK0902MX

ROMA - 21MSS1301BK

PRIMUS - CK165BK

PRIMUS - CK01SBK

VOLCANUS - CK29SBK

CONSTRUCTOR - CK06SBK

TROY - 23MSS1301BK

GLADIATOR - 23MSS1302BK

SAN REMO - HK03BK

ZELUS - 22BE0901BK

INFINITY - 23MSS1303BK

CONTRIX - 23MSS0204BK

SPARTACUS - 23MSS1401BK

BRAGUS - 21UCA0901BK

GLAUCUS - 23UBE1601BK
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NY

ARGO - 21MTS0901NY

EPONA - 21FTS0901NY

LEO - 21MPO0901NY

FREYA - 21FPO0901NY

NAVY

NOET - 21MTS1201NY

TROJA - 21MPO1501NY

ARTEMIS - 22MSW1302NY

VIDAR - 21MSW1401NY

HEMERA - 21FSW0901NY

WODAN - 21MPU0901NY

NJORD - 22MPU0901NY

ANTALIS - 21MSW0902NY

AURORA - 21FSW0902NY

ODYSSEUS - 23MSW0901NY

JUNO - 22MSW1301NY

OCEANUS - 22MRW0903NY

DARIUS - 21MJC0903NY

DEVA - 21FJC0901NY

MERCURY - 22MJC0901NY

HERA - 22FJC0901NY

HESUS - 22MSW1401NY

TRITON - 22MRW0901-PNY

PERSIA - 23MJC1708NY

THOR - 21MTR0901NY

ATHENA - 21FTR0901NY

PONTUS - 22MRW0902-PNY

PLUTO - 22MTR0902JE

MARS - 22MTR0901NY

TITAN - 22MTR1601NY

KRONOS - 23MTR0902JE

APOLLO - 23MTR1302NY

DAGAN - 23MTR1101NY

HERCULES - 23MTR0901NY

EROS - 21MCO0904-PNY
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ANZAR - 23MJC1101NY

ZEUS - 23MJC0903NY

POSEIDON
CARPO - - -- 23USK0901
23MJC0902NY

ILIAS - 22MJC1601NY

NEPTUNE - 21MBW0901NY

DONAR - 21MBW0902NY

DIANA - 21FBW0901NY

ATON - 21MJC0901NY

BALDER - 22MJC1101NY

HYDROS - 25MJC1601ORNY

HYDROS - 25MJC1601YENY

STYX - 25MTR1601ORNY

OLYMPUS - 25MTR1602ORNY

OLYMUS - 25MTR1602NYOR

STYX - 25MTR1601YENY

OLYMPUS - 25MTR1602YENY

OLYMPUS - 25MTR1602NYYE

JULIUS - 21MJC1601NY

SATURNUS - 21MPK0901NY

TYPHON - 21MJC0902NY

PERSEUS - 23MJC0901NY

PALLAS - 23MBM1101NY

TYRUS - 21MBM0901NY

NOTUS - 22BE0901

BRAGUS - 21UCA0901NY

APIS - 22MJC1101NY

DONNA - 21USK0902NY

HORUS - 21UCA0902NY
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GY

ARGO - 21MTS0901GY

EPONA - 21FTS0901GY

LEO - 21MPO0901GY

FREYA - 21FPO0901GY

HEMERA - 21FSW0901GY

TROJA - 21MPO1501GY

NJORD - 22MPU0901GY

GREY

PEGASUS - 22MTS0901GY

NOET - 21MTS1201GY

VIDAR - 21MSW1401GY

ANTALIS - 21MSW0902GY

AURORA - 21FSW0902GY

ARTEMIS - 22MSW1302HG

WODAN - 21MPU0901GY

ODYSSEUS - 23MSW0901GY

POSEIDON - 23MJC0902GY

JULIUS - 21MJC1601GY

HERCULES - 23MTR0901GY

JUNO - 22MSW1301HG

ILIAS - 22MJC1601GY

THOR - 21MTR0901GY

ATHENA - 21FTR0901GY

MARS - 22MTR0901GY

TITAN - 22MTR1601GY

APOLLO - 23MTR1302GY

DAGAN - 23MTR1101GY

EROS - 21MCO0904-PGY
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DARIUS - 21MJC0903GY

DEVA - 21FJC0901GY

DONAR - 21MBW0902GY

DIANA - 21FBW0901GY

ATON - 21MJC0901GY

TYPHON - 21MJC0902GY

ANZAR - 23MJC1101GY

PERSEUS - 23MJC0901GY

CUMAL - 23MJC1302GY

BALDER - 22MJC1101GY

HORUS - 21UCA0902GY

LOTIS - 22MTS0902GY

OTHELLO - 23MSW1603GY

NOTUS - 21BE0901GY

PALLAS - 23MBM1101GY

BRAGUS - 21UCA0901GY

CHERPA - 23UCA0902GM

TYRUS - 21MBM0901GY

GANNICUS - 23MSS1402GY

PERFO - CK18SGY

DONNA - 21USK0902GY

PERFO - CK28SGY
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BR

ARGO - 21MTS0901BR

EPONA - 21FTS0901BR

LEO - 21MPO0901BR

FREYA - 21FPO0901BR

BROWN

VIDAR - 21MSW1401BR

HEMERA - 21FSW0901BR

ANTALIS - 21MSW0902BR

AURORA - 21FSW0902BR

DARIUS - 21MJC0903BR

DEVA - 21FJC0901BR

NJORD - 22MPU0901BR

ZEUS - 23MJC0903BR

ODYSSEUS - 23MSW0901BR

WODAN - 21MPU0901BR

DONAR - 21MBW0902BR

ATON - 21MJC0901BR

TYPHON - 21MJC0902BR

PERSEUS - 23MJC0901BR

TYRUS - 21MBM0901BR

EROS - 21MCO0904-PBR

THOR - 21MTR0901BR

HERCULES - 23MTR0901BR

CRIXUS - 22MSS1301BR

MAGNUS - C130SKBR

BE

ANZAR - 23MJC1101BE

BEIGE

PALLAS - 23MBM1101BE

BATUA - 23MBM1701BE

DAGAN - 23MTR1101BE

HORUS - 21UCA0902BR

CROSS - CK34BSBE

TUXEDO - 23MSS0101BR

CROSS - CK33BSBE

BOREAS - 23BE0901BR
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RD

ARGO - 21MTS0901RD

EPONA - 21FTS0901RD

LEO - 21MPO0901RD

FREYA - 21FPO0901RD

ANTALIS - 21MSW0902RD

AURORA - 21FSW0902RD

VIDAR - 21MSW1401RD

HEMERA - 21FSW0901RD

RED

PEGASUS - 22MTS0901RD

DARIUS - 21MJC0903RD

DEVA - 21FJC0901RD

NEPTUNE - 21MBW0901RD

OR
ORANGE

POSEIDON - 23MJC0902OR

ROMEOS - 23MUN1503MX
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GN

ARGO - 21MTS0901GN

EPONA - 21FTS0901GN

FREYA - 21FPO0901GN

GREEN

VIDAR - 21MSW1401GN

HEMERA - 21FSW0901GN

NJORD - 22MPU0901GN

LEO - 21MPO0901GN

WODAN - 21MPU0901GN

ANTALIS - 21MSW0902GN

AURORA - 21FSW0902GN

DARIUS - 21MJC0903GN

DEVA - 21FJC0901GN

DONAR - 21MBW0902GN

TYPHON - 21MJC0902GN

OCEANUS - 22MRW0903OL

NEPTUNE - 21MBW0901GN

THOR - 21MTR0901GN

TRITON - 22MRW0901-POL

ATON - 21MJC0901GN

PONTUS - 22MRW0902-POL

EROS - 21MCO0904-PGN

HERCULES - 23MTR0901GN

PERSEUS - 23MJC0901GN

TYRUS - 21MBM0901GN

APIS - 21USK0901OL

HORUS - 21UCA0902GN
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WH

PEGASUS - 22MTS0901WH

ARGO - 21MTS0901WH

EPONA - 21FTS0901WH

ANUBIS - 23MTS1101WH

TYRUS - 21MBM0901WH

PALLAS - 23MBM1101WH

WHITE

LEO - 21MPO0901WH

NJORD - 22MPU0901WH

WODAN - 21MPU0901WH

TYPHON - 21MJC0902WH

ANZAR - 23MJC1101WH

ATON - 21MJC0901WH

PERSEUS - 23MJC0901WH

DONAR - 21MBW0902WH

EROS - 21MCO0904-PWH

THOR - 21MTR0901WH

DAGAN - 23MTR1101WH

HERCULES - 23MTR0901WH

HORUS - 21UCA0902WH

NOTUS - 21BE0901WH
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WASHING
INSTRUCTIONS
All of our clothing has been designed to optimally endure the natural elements and heavy working conditions. But even
the best lasting clothes need to be treated right if you want to work in them for a long time. That’s why you have to make
sure that you follow the washing instructions on our packaging and inside our items closely. You can find the most important washing instructions here.

The label will give you an indication
about the maximum of treatment
that an item can be subjected to.
The numbers give you the highest
allowed temperatures in °C. If you
want a limited washing program,
only load up the machine halfway
and make sure that you have a high
liquor ratio with decreased washing
and whirling motion.

BLEACHING
Any bleach allowed
Only oxygen /
Non-chlorine
bleach allowed
Do not
bleach

PROFESSIONAL CLEANING
Professional
drycleaning in
tertrachlorethylene
Professional
drycleaning in
tertrachlorethylene
Gentle process
Professional drycleaning
in hydrocarbons

WASHING

IRONING

Normal
process

Maximum
200°C

Gentle
process

Maximum
150°C

Normal
process

Maximum
110°C

Gentle
process

Do not
iron

Normal
process
Gentle
process
Normal
process

DRYING
Tumble drying
possible

Gentle
process

Tumble drying
possible low temperature

Very gentle
process

Do not
tumble dry

Hand
wash
Do not
wash
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Professional drycleaning
in hydrocarbons
Gentle process
Do not
dry-clean
Professional
wet-cleaning
Professional
wet-cleaning
Gentle process
Professional
wet-cleaning
Very gentle process
Do not
wet-clean

FABRICS
& TREATMENTS
HEROCK® MAKES USE OF THE BEST TECHNOLOGIES
THAT ARE AVAILABLE TO US. THAT WAY WE CAN
GUARANTEE AN OPTIMAL PROTECTION AND AN
UNMATCHED CONVENIENCE WHILE DOING YOUR JOB.
HERE WE WILL GIVE YOU SOME DETAILS ON OUR MOST FREQUENTLY USED FABRICS
AND TECHNOLOGIES SO YOU KNOW EXACTLY WHAT YOU ARE PURCHASING.

The Coolmax® fiber which is incorporated into the fabric, allows you to keep
your body dry and cool: the specially
designed fiber will pass your transpiration moisture to the layer above where it
can evaporate. This fabric is even worn
by professional athletes because of its
unique ventilating abilities.

This fabric is the perfect bottom layer of
your clothing. It ensures that your body
heat and transpiration moisture find
their way to the outside quickly as possible. The fabric is antibacterial, controls
the odour and is quick drying which
offers a maximum of comfort and keeps
your body warm.

Cordura® is a fabric that was designed
by textile manufacturer Dupont. This
polyamid fiber is extremely durable and
strong, but very flexible at the same
time. Herock® makes use of this extraordinary fabric to fortify crucial points in
its clothing, for example on the knees,
shoulders and elbows.

YKK® zippers are designed by the YKK®
Fastening Products Group. They are the
strongest zippers in the world. We use
them to add even more strength to the
HEROCK® workwear.

Our Flexfit® caps are fitted with
a patented technology that weaves
polyurethane Spandex into the sweatband and throughout the entire crown,
providing a superbly comfortable fit.

WASA SWEDEN QUALITY specializes in
durable accessories. They use a high
percentage of copper mixed with zinc,
which makes their fasteners more solid,
more easily workable and more securely
attached in our clothing. As a result, our
HEROCK® products become even more
durable.

www.herockworkwear.com

This is an extra strong polyester fabric
that is fortified with polyurethane,
a PVC-coating and taped seams.
This combination makes for a 100%
waterproof outside, while the inside
of your clothing absorbs and passes
on transpiration moisture and condensation. In other words: the ideal fabric
for a long day of work under the open
sky or in the rain.

Pro-Reforce is an innovative material
that we designed to function as a protective shield. The fabric is made out of
a 100% Oxford polyester material with
an additional coating that does not only
make your clothing dirt-repellent but
also provides extra mechanical resistance. This extremely robust and durable fabric will protect you against any
possible external factor and allow you
to work in all possible conditions,
whether you’re dealing with extreme
weather or working conditions. Some
items are completely manufactured
using this fabric, others are fortified
with Pro-Reforce in crucial points.
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FABRICS
& TREATMENTS
COTTON
This material is one of the cornerstones of our collection: the material
works both insulating and ventilating
at the same time. In addition, cotton is
a strong and enduring fiber that is still
soft and comfortable to the touch.
100% PRE-SHRUNK COTTON
TWILL 300G/M2
WATER-REPELLENT COATING
This form-retaining variant on traditional cotton works both insulating and
ventilating at the same time, which
makes it perfect for use at higher temperatures. Moreover, this material will
not melt when exposed to high temperatures, making it ideal for welders
and technicians.
100% COTTON JERSEY
PRE-SHRUNK 190G/M2
This material is made out of preshrunk cotton which is soft, enduring
and convenient at the same time.
Thanks to its texture, the fabric is perfectly suitable for the adding of an
extra print or embroidery.
95% COTTON 5% ELASTANE™
PRE-SHRUNK JERSEY 200G/M²
This fabric is made of pre-shrunk
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cotton that is soft and comfortable.
The addition of Elastane™ makes the
fabric highly elastic.
80% COTTON 20% POLYESTER
PRE-SHRUNK JERSEY TERRY
270G/M²
This fabric is made of pre-shrunk cotton, the inside has a coarser structure
and the outside is very smooth so
ideal for adding an imprint or an
embroidered design.
100% JEANS
This heavy and strong variant of cotton
is a classic because of its extraordinary durability and multifunctionality.
Denim is one of the oldest fabrics in
our assortment, and its place between
our other fabrics is rightfully earned.
POLYESTER/COTTON
These two fibers combine to form
a lightweight fabric that is nonetheless
strong: the mix between polyester
and cotton results into an optimal
combination of durability and convenience. Thanks to its unique composition, this fabric is guaranteed to retain
its shape and color, which makes it
very suitable for work in demanding
conditions.
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65% POLYESTER
35% COTTON TWILL 230G/M2
WATER-REPELLENT COATING
The combination of polyester and
cotton makes sure that this material
is light to wear, but insulating and
highly enduring at the same time.
Thanks to its foldability and minimal
weight, its wearer enjoys both a high
freedom of movement and an
unmatched convenience. Thanks to
its lighter composition, this fabric
is suitable to wear throughout the
entire year and both colorfast and
wearproof.
65% POLYESTER
35% COTTON CANVAS 320G/M2
WATER-REPELLENT COATING
A rough, all-round polyester/cotton
fabric which is soft, enduring and
flexible. Fortified to retain its form
and excellent convenience. The
majority of HEROCK® EXPERTS’
collection of functional workwear
is available in this fabric.
65% POLYESTER 35% COTTON
RIPSTOP 210G/M²
Strong, light and comfortable fabric.
The ripstop construction prevents
further tearing.

64% COTTON 34% COOLMAX®
2% ELASTANE™ 180G/M²
Very light and pleasant elastic fabric
mainly of cotton. Very fresh-feeling
fabric with the special Coolmax®
technology.
63% COTTON 12% POLYAMIDE
11% THERMOLITE 13% COOLMAX®
1% ELASTANE™
This unique fabric has been developed
for use throughout the entire year.
The denim fabric ensures warmth
and comfort without extra weight and
a fresh feel in the summer. The elasticity of the fabric is very comfortable and
ergonomic
70% POLYESTER 30% COTTON
WITH TWILL 300G/M²
Wear-resistant and flexible fabric feeling pleasant on the skin with cotton
woven on the inside. Polyester is
woven into the outside of the fabric
so dirt absorption is reduced.
65% POLYESTER
35% COTTON PIQUÉ 210G/M2
The combination of polyester and cotton is strong and enduring but still
comfortable to wear. The material has
excellent ventilating features and is
therefore highly suitable to wear as

bottom or middle layer. The HEROCK®
polos are only a few of the items that
are made using this material. The fabric is also colorfast and wearproof.
80% COTTON 20% POLYESTER
JERSEY PRE-SHRUNK 300G/M2
This pre-shrunk combination of polyester and cotton makes every piece of
clothing a joy to wear. Thanks to the
cotton, the fabric remains soft, while
the polyester makes for an increased
durability and colorfastness. Its minimal weight makes this material perfect
for a long day of work.

layer for extra protection against wind
and rain. This fabric is perfect for
heavy duty work in harsh conditions.
SOFTSHELL
This mix of polyester and Spandex
makes for an excellent insulation and
provides a great transport of transpiration moisture. Softshell clothing is
light, water-repellent and windproof.
On top of that, the material is very flexible, a feature that adds significantly to
the wearer’s convenience.

100% POLYESTER ACTI-FLEECE
This lightweight microfiber fleece fabric ensures its wearer a maximum of
convenience and a minimum of heat
loss. That is why this material is perfect to be worn as a middle layer for
optimal insulation.
100% POLYESTER 330G/M2
WINDPROOF & BREATHING
ACTI-FLEECE
This lightweight fleece fabric guarantees its wearer a maximal insulation.
Thanks to its high durability, this
material can be worn as an outer
layer, but its breathing features also
make it perfect to wear as a middle
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SPONSORING
& EVENTS
HEROCK® has an international presence at numerous events, and actively
travels with a number of top teams across Europe. The cooperation with
the different teams usually results from the same vision, team spirit,
perseverance and particularly the drive to win. Everything must be perfectly
coordinated for this, and we love a serious but calculated challenge. It also
gives us the opportunity of testing the clothing at top level while ensuring
the necessary visibility or network. GO FAST, GO HEROCK®!
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